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a b s t r a c t 

Immunotherapy involves the therapeutic alteration of the patient’s immune system to identify, target, 

and eliminate cancer cells. Dendritic cells, macrophages, myeloid-derived suppressor cells, and regu- 

latory T cells make up the tumor microenvironment. In cancer, these immune components (in asso- 

ciation with some non-immune cell populations like cancer-associated fibroblasts) are directly altered 

at a cellular level. By dominating immune cells with molecular cross-talk, cancer cells can proliferate 

unchecked. Current clinical immunotherapy strategies are limited to conventional adoptive cell therapy 

or immune checkpoint blockade. Targeting and modulating key immune components presents an effec- 

tive opportunity. Immunostimulatory drugs are a research hotspot, but their poor pharmacokinetics, low 

tumor accumulation, and non-specific systemic toxicity limit their use. This review describes the cutting- 

edge research undertaken in the field of nanotechnology and material science to develop biomaterials- 

based platforms as effective immunotherapeutics. Various biomaterial types (polymer-based, lipid-based, 

carbon-based, cell-derived, etc.) and functionalization methodologies for modulating tumor-associated 

immune/non-immune cells are explored. Additionally, emphasis has been laid on discussing how these 

platforms can be used against cancer stem cells, a fundamental contributor to chemoresistance, tumor 

relapse/metastasis, and failure of immunotherapy. Overall, this comprehensive review strives to provide 

up-to-date information to an audience working at the juncture of biomaterials and cancer immunother- 

apy. 
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. Introduction 

Our immune system is crucial in preventing the growth and 

pread of tumors. The process of effective anticancer immunity 

nvolves the identification of cancer cells by the innate and/or 

daptive immune system, followed by their selective targeting 

while preventing the development of immunological tolerance) 

nd subsequent elimination. Cancer cells counter by downregulat- 

ng tumor antigens, producing surface ligands that prevent T cell- 

ediated detection, and secreting immunosuppressive molecules 

1] . Such mechanisms also lead to the failure of traditional cancer 

herapies. 

In this context, immunotherapy is a rapidly developing area 

f biomedical research that utilizes the body’s immune system 

o fight cancer. This approach trains a patient’s intrinsic im- 

une system (immune components) to recognize and target can- 

er cells (using tumor antigens and other tumor-associated macro- 

olecules), making it a safer and more potent alternative to tra- 

itional cancer treatments such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy, 

nd surgery [2] . In recent years, immune checkpoint blockers and 

himeric antigen receptor-modified T cells (CAR-T) therapy have 

merged as mainstream immunotherapy-based treatments, with 

umerous molecular adjuvants also being explored as part of can- 

er vaccines [3] . Despite its potential, there are still some chal- 

enges associated with immunotherapy. One of the major chal- 

enges is the current response rate of around 20%, which is largely 

ue to tumor heterogeneity. In addition, immunotherapy can also 

ause various complications, including non-specific inflammation, 

utoimmune-like disorders, and severe toxicity-related disorders 

such as neurotoxicity, macrophage activation syndrome, and cy- 

okine release syndrome) [4] . 

The unsatisfactory results from conventional immunotherapies 

an be attributed to the functionally compromised state of im- 

une cells in the tumor microenvironment (TME). The TME is a 

omplex and dynamic network of cells, extracellular matrix, and 

arious signaling molecules. Cancer cells, in coalition with cancer 

tem cells (CSCs), impart the characteristic “immunologically cold”

ature of the TME wherein the immune cells get negatively mod- 

lated which renders them unable to mount an effective immune 

esponse. The key constituents of the tumor’s “immune microenvi- 

onment” are dendritic cells (DCs), tumor-associated macrophages 

TAMs), myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), and regulatory 

 cells (Tregs) [5] . These immune cells are desynchronized, lead- 

ng to a pro-tumorigenic environment. Additionally, non-immune 

ells like cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are also influenced 

ia molecular cross-talk. Such complicated interplay with immune 

ells allows cancer to form a tightly controlled domain where it 

an develop and spread uncontrollably. In such a scenario, there 

rises a need to orchestrate a selective modulation of immune 

omponents to alleviate the pro-tumorigenic effects. New immune 

djuvants are being identified that can reinstate immune robust 
2 
es incredible potential and has successfully transitioned into a clinically

ional anti-cancer therapies. With new immunotherapeutics getting rapid

roblems associated with the dynamic nature of the immune system (like

and autoimmunity-related adverse effects) have remained unanswered.

oaches that focus on modulating the compromised immune components

ment have garnered significant attention amongst the scientific commu-

e a critical discussion on how various biomaterials (polymer-based, lipid-

d, etc.) can be employed along with immunostimulatory agents to design

ve immunotherapy directed against cancer and cancer stem cells. 

© 2023 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

mmune activity (as needed for DCs, TAMs, and MDSCs) or play 

 role in selective depletion (in the case of Tregs, and CAFs). Over 

he years, the utilization of functional biomaterials has brought re- 

arkable breakthroughs in the domain of biology and medicine. 

sing appropriate formulation strategies, biomaterials can be fab- 

icated into various functionalized platforms for application in can- 

er immunotherapy. Their use endows control over the release rate 

nd release site of any externally delivered cargo, thereby over- 

oming the drawbacks associated with the systemic delivery of im- 

unotherapy agents. In addition, biomaterials loaded with an ap- 

ropriate adjuvant can serve as an artificial immune hotspot for 

pecific enrolment and activation of immune cells. 

The subsequent sections highlight existing strategies for cancer 

mmunotherapy and how biomaterials (polymer-based, lipid-based, 

arbon-based, cell-derived, etc.) can be enarmed with immunos- 

imulatory agents for functional alteration of immune components. 

he current knowledge has further been extended to discuss the 

ossible eradication of CSCs that are crucial for tumor heterogene- 

ty and cancer recurrence. Overall, this review aims to present de- 

ailed yet clear insights into the role of various immune compo- 

ents and how their biological interplay can be immunogenically 

odulated using biomaterials to combat cancer. By better under- 

tanding the current state-of-the-art, this review strives to ignite 

nnovative ideas to transform cancer immunotherapy to the next 

evel. 

. Cancer immunity and immunotherapy 

.1. Interaction of immune components with cancer 

Cancer is caused by random genetic mutations leading to the 

ncontrolled growth of malignant cells. The process of tumor de- 

elopment and spread is dynamic and influenced by the interplay 

etween intrinsic and extrinsic tumor-cell factors. Within the TME, 

ifferent cellular com ponents are recruited and activated to sus- 

ain tumor growth. While T cell infiltration is beneficial, the pres- 

nce of other immune cells such as TAMs, Tregs, and MDSCs cor- 

elates with increased tumor growth and poor patient outcomes 

6] . This bio-cellular communication between tumor and infiltrat- 

ng immune cells is called "the immune contexture" [7] . 

MDSCs and TAMs negatively regulate innate and adaptive im- 

une pathways. MDSCs are vital in tumor growth and progress 

y promoting immune privilege, remodeling TME, establishing a 

re-metastatic niche, and interacting with tumor cells to promote 

ngiogenesis and invasion [8] . Monocytes originate from myeloid 

rogenitors in the bone marrow, infiltrate tumors via blood cir- 

ulation, and then differentiate into macrophages. Based on their 

olarization status, macrophages are divided into M1 and M2 sub- 

ypes. Th1 cytokine interferon (IFN) and microbial compounds can 

ctivate M1 macrophages. Th2 cytokines like Interleukin-4 (IL- 

), IL-10, and IL-13, in contrast, drive the differentiation of M2 
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acrophages [9] . M1 macrophages have tumoricidal effects in the 

resence of TAMs, whereas M2 macrophages promote carcinogen- 

sis. Both M1 and M2 TAMs are plastic and reversible, and the 

ME regulates TAM functional polarization. MDSCs and TAMs im- 

art anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) resistance by 

ecreting molecules that compensate for VEGF depletion and main- 

ain angiogenesis. Furthermore, MDSCs also impart drug resistance 

o many anti-cancer drugs [10] . 

CAFs release cues that promote tumor formation and chemore- 

istance. In breast, lung, and pancreatic cancers, a higher incidence 

f CAFs in the tumor stroma is linked to poor clinical outcomes 

11] . CAFs originate from local fibroblasts and get activated in re- 

ponse to growth factors and cytokines found in the TME (like 

ransforming growth factor (TGF), fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2), 

nd platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)). Post activation, CAFs 

re involved in the extracellular matrix (ECM) formation and re- 

ease of proteolytic enzymes such as matrix metalloproteinases and 

eparanase, resulting in ECM remodeling. Cumulatively, CAFs are 

 rich source of growth factors and cytokines, which promote tu- 

or growth, angiogenesis, and treatment resistance [10] . 

Another important sub-class of the immune cell population 

ithin the TME is Tregs. They are a type of T cell that sup- 

ress immunological responses to maintain homeostasis and self- 

olerance. Tregs suppress T cell proliferation and are critical for tu- 

ors in avoiding autoimmunity. CD4 T cell co-receptor and CD25, 

n IL-2 receptor component, are both expressed by natural Treg. 

s a result, Tregs are CD4 + CD25 + cells. The defining trait that 

ontrols natural Treg growth and function is the expression of 

he nuclear transcription factor Forkhead box P3. They suppress B 

ells/DCs by inhibiting CD4 + and CD8 + T cell activation, prolifer- 

tion, and cytokine production [12] . Such multi-component inter- 

ction of tumors with immune cells creates an immunologically 

ompromised state that substantially overwhelms the generation 

f any innate/adaptive antitumor immunity. 

.2. Suppression of immune components and cancer promotion 

The immune system interacts with tumor cells through a pro- 

ess called immunoediting, consisting of 3 phases: Elimination, 

quilibrium, and Escape ( Fig. 1 ). The immune system destroys most 

umor cells in the elimination phase, but some escape, leading to 

 latency phase, where equilibrium is established between tumor 

rowth and immunological elimination. In this phase, cancer cells 

ndergo genetic changes and may form a poorly immunogenic 

ubpopulation of stem cells that outwit any immune recognition, 

hereby manipulating the entire immune system to promote their 

rowth [13] . The final, escape phase, occurs when the more ag- 

ressive and less immunogenic cells form a clinically detectable tu- 

or. The escape is driven by immunological tolerance (due to loss 

r alteration of antigen processing and presentation machinery) 

nd CSCs-mediated recruitment of immune-suppressing cells in 

ombination with the secretion of immunosuppressive molecules 

14] . 

Advanced cancer often remains lethal despite early detection 

nd treatment. While primary or early-stage cancer can be treated 

r cured with standard therapies and surgical resection, surgical 

nterventions are not feasible in advanced stages. Traditional can- 

er therapies can leave behind dormant CSCs, resistant to treat- 

ent and leading to tumor relapse and metastasis. Chemotherapy 

esistance of CSCs is due to factors such as efficient DNA repair, 

igh drug efflux pump expression, and complex interactions with 

he TME. After the tumors are formed, CSCs are in a dormant (G0) 

hase which makes their elimination difficult with conventional 

nti-cancer drugs that target proliferating cells. The undifferenti- 

ted state of CSCs is attributed to hypoxia, where cells exposed to 

ypoxia have downregulated differentiated markers, while genes 
3 
nvolved in maintaining the stemness are upregulated. Hypoxia- 

nducible factors (HIFs) are the main factors that correlate with 

ancer stemness and hypoxia. In low oxygen conditions, HIF1 α ac- 

ivates survival genes, while HIF2 α binds to the promoter of Nanog 

nd Oct-4, which are stemness-related genes. Transporter proteins 

ike ATP-binding cassette (ABC) also contribute to drug resistance, 

s do signaling pathways like Hedgehog and Notch. Genes involved 

n cell death are dysregulated in CSCs, including the apoptotic 

ene p53, whose mutation or downregulation leads to inappropri- 

te regulation of cell death. Understanding mechanisms underlying 

SC resistance can aid in developing innovative strategies for CSC- 

pecific targeting and elimination. 

.3. Biomaterials for enhanced modulation of immune components 

.3.1. Need for biomaterials in immunotherapy 

While immunotherapy has brought about a paradigm shift 

n cancer management/treatment, there remains ample room for 

mprovement. As mentioned earlier, current immunotherapy ap- 

roaches carry some critical drawbacks, like limited efficacy (at- 

ributable to low antigen expression and constant immune-editing 

hat imparts tolerance) and immune-related adverse events (ow- 

ng to their non-localized/systemic nature). These drawbacks have 

rompted the broad investigation of biomaterials to find optimal 

olutions. In the context of cancer immunotherapy, the term bio- 

aterial encompasses any biologically engineered material that is 

ntended to shape and direct the outcome of a pro-immunogenic 

esponse directed toward cancer. These materials are specifically 

esigned to interact with immune cells in a manner that promotes 

 therapeutically beneficial response [15] . By utilizing biomateri- 

ls, it is possible to enhance the safety and effectiveness of im- 

unotherapies through precise targeting of immune cell subsets 

n TME or lymphoid tissues. This approach also allows modulation 

f the dosage, timing, and location of stimulation, resulting in im- 

roved outcomes. As we better comprehend the underlying cellular 

rocesses that govern immune response against cancer, the mod- 

larity and flexibility provided by biomaterials can be exploited to 

esign the next generation of immunotherapeutic platforms [16] . 

t should be noted that even blank biomaterials (devoid of any 

mmune modulatory molecules/drugs), by virtue of their chemi- 

al composition and structural/topological features (from nano to 

acro scale), can directly interact with the immune microenviron- 

ent. Albeit, they are not sufficiently immunogenic, thus requir- 

ng the presence of an externally loaded adjuvant to boost im- 

une response [17] . Keeping this in mind, the prime focus of this 

anuscript is to highlight the advances made in the selective mod- 

lation of immune components by biomaterial-assisted delivery of 

mmunomodulatory cargo. 

.3.2. Rationale and principles 

From a clinical perspective, the development of an off-the-shelf 

rophylactic cancer vaccine would be revolutionary for cancer im- 

unotherapy research. However, the sheer diversity of cancer and 

atient-specific antigen presentation alleles makes the concept of 

 prophylactic cancer vaccine impractical. The next best alterna- 

ive is the development of therapeutic vaccines wherein immune 

djuvant-loaded biomaterials have been extensively used to aid or 

nhance the adaptive immune response to combat pre-existing tu- 

ors. For maximum effectiveness, they should trigger specific im- 

une responses against the right target, and the generated im- 

une response must be robust enough to overcome the protective 

easures taken by cancer cells [18] . Regarding their practical ap- 

lications, the biomaterials have the following use scenarios: 

i) Self-adjuvanting bomaterials: It is a class of materials that can 

stimulate an immune response without the need for additional 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the three E’s of cancer immunoediting- Elimination, Equilibrium, and Escape. Exposure of normal body cells to carcinogens, radiation and/or 

viral infection, genetic mutation, or chronic inflammation leads to intrinsic tumor suppression and transformation into tumor cells. The extrinsic tumor suppressor factors, 

however, eliminate the transformed cells. Specific transformed cells might overpower the extrinsic tumor suppression and enter the equilibrium phase. Antigen and MHC 

loss in this phase helps the transformed cells escape the immune surveillance, leading to cancer establishment. 

(

(i
adjuvants. As their standalone efficiency is low, they are typi- 

cally added to vaccines to enhance their effectiveness. They are 

designed to mimic the properties of pathogens, such as viruses 

or bacteria, by functioning as pseudo-antigens to the immune 

system in a way that elicits an immune response. They can ei- 

ther stimulate signaling pathways involved in the immune re- 

sponse or, more commonly, bio-mimic the natural invasion pro- 

cess of pathogens [19] . A common example is virus-like parti- 

cles. While this topic is outside the scope of the current work, 

it has been extensively covered in other literature [20] . 

ii) Biomaterials as simple delivery vectors for the cocktail of immune 

modulators: In this case, the primary function of the biomaterial 

used is to merely deliver loaded antigens/adjuvants efficiently 

in the vicinity of immune cells. The generation of any subse- 

quent immune response is exclusively due to the biopharma- 

ceutical and therapeutic attributes of the immune modulators. 

Here, instead of getting involved and interacting with immune 
4 
systems, the biomaterial primarily functions as drug delivery 

vectors [21] . 

ii) Biomaterials as implantable/injectable scaffolds that generate an 

“immunogenic” depot for homing immune cells: Biomaterials in 

the form of scaffolds can function as a biomimetic matrix that 

serves as artificial immune tissues for recruiting, housing, and 

programming host immunocytes. The scaffold’s interconnected 

pores provide an environment that activates infiltrating den- 

dritic cells, allowing them to process the antigens before mov- 

ing to the lymph nodes to prime T cells specific to the antigen. 

By incorporating a sustained release attribute for the entrapped 

antigen/adjuvants, a long-lasting immune response can be se- 

cured. Additionally, the scaffolds can be positioned at specified 

spaces for regional therapies that reduce the toxicity related 

to systemic administration. Taking advantage of their adaptive 

shape, they can slot perfectly into irregular lesions (as formed 

by resection cavity), and localized adjuvant delivery can give 

desired immunotherapy outcomes at a lower dosage [22] . How- 
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ever, it should be noted that most of the scaffold-based sys- 

tems are fabricated ex vivo and require either surgical place- 

ment in the body or large invasive needles for implantation 

(exceptions are “in situ ”-forming injectable platforms like pH or 

redox-responsive hydrogels). 

v) Biomaterials as micro-/nanoparticulate systems that functionally 

interact and modulate the fate of immune cells: Depending on 

the physiochemical attributes, such systems can either interact 

with the lymphatic system, get internalized by APCs, or directly 

target the compromised immune cell components within the 

TME to salvage them. In the case of biomaterial-based partic- 

ulate systems, the major focus has been on the development 

of nano-sized carriers that can be loaded with immunostim- 

ulatory molecules. Unlike scaffolds, the size of nano-carriers 

can be tuned to be small enough that it reaches lymph nodes 

via lymphatic vessels from the injection site. By virtue of their 

physiochemical attributes (like hydrodynamic size, shape, and 

surface charge), they can directly interact with APCs and effi- 

ciently cross-present loaded antigens. A widely used approach 

is the surface engineering of nano-carriers that grants them the 

ability to directly target TME or facilitate direct interaction with 

the compromised immune cell populations [23] . As these sur- 

face engineering techniques will vary depending on the target 

immune cell, they are discussed in detail in later sections. Mi- 

croparticles, although less diverse than their nano-sized coun- 

terparts, have unique applications. Their size and therapeu- 

tic attributes position them as an intermediate between sys- 

temically delivered nano-carriers and localized scaffolds. Rather 

than traveling toward tumors or immune cells, upon injection, 

they facilitate the recruitment of immune cells and parallelly 

provide controlled/sustained release of loaded constituents [24] . 

Increasing efforts are also being made to discover, design, and 

ynthesize new immunomodulatory agents with higher selectiv- 

ty and potency. Unlike conventional drug molecules, higher po- 

ency for an immunostimulatory agent doesn’t necessarily translate 

o better therapeutic outcomes, as poor pharmacokinetic profile, 

usceptibility to biodegradation, and environmental factor-induced 

oss of pharmacological activity (in response to moisture, tem- 

erature, or pH, which can occur in the body or during storage) 

ct as major roadblocks that limit their clinical translation. These 

nderlying limitations emphasize the importance of implement- 

ng biomaterial-based delivery platforms tailored precisely for im- 

unostimulatory payloads. Usually, the therapeutic effect of any 

mmunostimulatory agent is highly specific for a particular cell 

ubset. Their efficacy can be enhanced in such cases by employ- 

ng biomaterials engineered with immune cell-specific targeting 

unctionality. Such modifications can subsequently aid in improv- 

ng bioavailability while reducing effective doses. In addition, using 

iomaterials can facilitate the co-delivery of multiple immunostim- 

lants that preferably act via different immune pathways to gener- 

te a synergistic outcome [25] . 

The crosstalk of immune cell components within the immune- 

uppressive TME and the underlying mechanism of biomaterial- 

ased approaches that can be employed to positively modulate 

hem have been schematically represented in Fig. 2 . The detailed 

echanisms are discussed in later sections. 

. Current strategies for cancer immunotherapy 

Before understanding the existing state-of-the-art in 

iomaterial-based immunotherapy platforms, it is necessary 

o comprehend the current clinically available modalities. A brief 

verview of the current cancer immunotherapy strategies and 

arious classes of molecular adjuvants that can be incorporated 
5 
ith biomaterials for immune targeting/potentiation of their effect 

re discussed in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. 

. Enhancing immunotherapy using bio-engineered platforms 

The ensuing section provides an overview of the current state- 

f-the-art in biomaterials-based approaches for improving cancer 

mmunotherapy. Special emphasis has been laid on understand- 

ng the key facets like composition, payload loading mechanism, 

nd scope of functionalization for achieving target-specific deliv- 

ry. Fig. 3 provides a schematic visual depiction and highlights the 

ifferent classes of biomaterials discussed in this section. 

.1. Polymer-based platforms 

Polymers are a well-documented class of biomaterials with 

utstanding potential as an immunostimulant delivery vehicle 

or cancer immunotherapy. Various polymer-based platforms have 

een explored for this purpose, including nanoparticles (NPs), mi- 

roparticles, polymer-drug conjugates, and scaffold systems [49] . 

opular polymers used to design biodegradable carriers include 

hitosan, dextran, polyethyleneimine (PEI), and co-polymers like 

oly(lactide-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA or PLG), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), 

nd polyethylene glycol (PEG). Unique structural and chemical fea- 

ures of polymers allow optimal incorporation of immunostim- 

latory entities such as therapeutic proteins, enzymes, and cy- 

okines via electrostatic attraction. As simultaneous encapsulation 

f both hydrophilic and hydrophobic molecules is possible, these 

latforms have also been explored for co-delivering immune ad- 

uvants or in developing combinatorial cancer chemoimmunother- 

py. Apart from contributing to payload encapsulation, the poly- 

eric backbone can be chemically tailored to increase the avail- 

bility of surface ligands that can be anchored with targeting en- 

ities. By varying the composition of constituents and degree of 

ross-linking, the release profile of the encapsulated payload can 

e significantly tweaked (from stimuli-responsive burst release to 

ontrolled/sustained release over a specified period) [50] . The fol- 

owing section will discuss some recent applications of polymer- 

ased platforms for cancer immunotherapy. 

By exploiting a polymeric system’s ability to fabricate a stable 

ulti-component system, Da Silva et al. developed a biodegrad- 

ble and highly biocompatible PLGA-PEG nanoparticulate system 

or tumor localized and sustained release of doxorubicin (DOX), 

nown to induce immunogenic cell death (ICD), two immune ad- 

uvants (Poly I:C and R848) and one chemokine (MIP3 α; CCL20). 

dditionally, the authors also explored the addition of IR-780 Io- 

ide, a near-infrared sensitive dye, for monitoring the NP delivery 

ia imaging. The system was made in an oil/water emulsion, us- 

ng the solvent evaporation-extraction technique. Poly I:C, due to 

ts hydrophilicity, showed rapid release from the polymeric matrix 

hile other encapsulated compounds displayed a typical sustained 

elease profile ( Fig. 4 a). The system showed potent therapeutic ef- 

cacy on account of the multi-component nature when examined 

n highly aggressive and treatment-resistant models like TC-1 lung 

arcinoma and MC-38 colon adenocarcinoma. Selective cytotoxic- 

ty towards cancer cells with a robust activation and maturation 

f DCs and MIP3 α-mediated migration of the immune cell popu- 

ation (via chemotaxis) was reported [51] . Cancer vaccines based 

n a single antigen are inept in generating optimal APCs activation 

or inducing antigen-specific T cell response. To overcome this lim- 

tation, Sheikhzadeh et al. developed mannan-decorated PLGA NPs 

oaded with tumor cell lysate (TCL) and poly I:C for immunization 

f breast tumor-bearing Balb/c mice. The use of mannan (a natu- 

al ligand for mannose receptors expressed on the surface of DCs) 

s a targeting agent facilitated the enhancement in their dendritic 
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Fig. 2. Overview of biomaterial-based modulation of the immune-suppressive tumor microenvironment 
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ptake and was followed by the induction of robust immune re- 

ponse. As systemic exposure of loaded payload is minimized by 

annan-mediated targeting, the side effects associated with the 

se of poly I:C like increased inflammatory cytokines, fever, and 

norexia, were absent in rodents treated with the PLGA NPs. The 

enefits of the platform were highlighted by a significant decrease 

n tumor growth and metastases, with substantial infiltration of 

mmune cells at the tumor site [52] . 

Apart from injectable particulate systems, various polymer- 

ased scaffolds (for insertion at a subcutaneous site or tumor re- 

ection cavity) and microneedles have also been reported [53] . 

i et al. recently employed a polymer-based immune implant for 

ost-operative (after surgical resection) in situ immunotherapy to 
6 
revent local recurrence or distal metastasis in colorectal cancer 

 Fig. 4 b). Such an approach provides a unique window having di- 

ect access to the tumor site. The implant was formed by crosslink- 

ng freeze-dried oxidized dextran with -arm PEG-NH 2 . It possessed 

deal tissue adhesion properties and prolonged induction of im- 

unity by releasing the encapsulated Resiquimod and anti-OX40 

ntibody in a sustained manner [54] . It is worth mentioning that 

everal individual studies have concluded that polymers have their 

istinct intrinsic immunogenicity [55] . While such attributes can 

e useful in rare cases when the immune signal is weak, polymers 

aving high immunogenicity are objectionable for the delivery of 

mmunostimulatory agents. Since polymer immunogenicity is de- 

endent on factors like molecular weight, surface charge, and rate 
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Table 1 

Overview and mechanism of the current cancer immunotherapy strategies. 

Approach Overview Mechanism Ref. 

Adoptive Cell 

Therapy (ACT) 

It involves the isolation and transfer of tumor-specific 

T cells, which are modified (to recognize and attack 

cancer cells), expanded, and reinfused to specifically 

target cancer cells within the patient’s body (while 

minimizing the harmful effects on healthy cells). The 

major subtypes of ACT include tumor-infiltrating 

lymphocyte (TIL) therapy, T cell receptor-engineered T 

cell (TCR-T) therapy and CAR-T cell therapy. 

• Anti-tumorigenic TILs, isolated from surgically removed tumors 

are expanded in vitro using specialized techniques and culture 

conditions, followed by their re-infusion. 

• TCR-T and CAR-T cell therapy involve the transfer of genetically 

modified T cells (isolated from the patient’s blood) having 

enhanced expression of specific T cells or chimeric antigen 

receptors that aid in attacking cancer cells. 

[26] 

Immune 

Checkpoint 

Blockade Therapy 

(ICBT) 

In normal circumstances, immune checkpoints are 

accessory molecules that act as “brakes” on the 

over-activation of the immune system, thereby 

preventing unwanted damage to healthy cells. In 

cancer, tumor cells undergo “immune escape” by 

employing complementary ligands that interact and 

block the surface checkpoint proteins on T cells. ICBT 

involves the use of therapeutic interventions (against 

CTLA-4 or PD-L1), allowing robust immune activation 

to effectively recognize and terminate the cancer cells. 

• CTLA-4 competes with the CD28 molecule to bind with 

CD80/CD86 ligands on the APCs. While the Programmed 

death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) ligand of tumor cells binds with the 

Programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) protein of T cells to 

suppress its activation. 

• Small molecule drugs or specifically designed monoclonal 

antibodies can competitively block checkpoint proteins, thereby 

promoting “immune elimination” by preventing the deactivating 

interaction of immune cells. 

[27] 

Cancer Vaccine 

Therapy 

These are platforms that enable the immune system 

to specifically attack cancer cells using one or more 

tumor antigens and produce immune memory cells, 

which can be used to prevent tumor recurrence, as 

well as to treat the existing tumor. They can be 

categorized into two types based on their antigens 

loading method: traditional nanovaccines that 

introduce antigens into the body and in situ 

nanovaccines that extract antigens from active tumors. 

The physicochemical attributes of the nano-carriers 

can be tuned to achieve spatiotemporal control over 

the delivery of loaded immune modulators. 

• Traditional nanovaccines focus on delivering the loaded antigens 

and adjuvants to lymphoid tissues, which are populated with 

various APCs vital for antigen cross-presentation 

• Key steps of in situ vaccination involves reaching the tumor site 

and inducing immunogenic cell death, resulting in the 

revelation/exposure of previously concealed tumor antigens, such 

as damage- or danger-associated molecular patterns. 

• In either scenario, DCs undergo maturation and activation in 

response to antigen uptake. Subsequently, the matured DCs 

present the antigens to the CD8 + T cells through the MHC 

molecules and cause T cell expansion. These antigen-specific T 

cells infiltrate the TME and exert cytotoxic effects against the 

tumor cells. 

[28] 
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f degradation, a better understanding of the relationship between 

hese physicochemical properties and immunogenicity is desirable 

56] . 

.2. Lipid-based nanocarriers 

Over the past several decades, lipids have been exceedingly ex- 

lored as building blocks to generate numerous nanocarriers like 

iposomes, solid lipid nanoparticles, lipid nano-capsules, and nano- 

icelles for the targeted delivery of chemotherapeutic and im- 

unostimulatory agents [57] . Amongst these delivery systems, li- 

osomes (along with their modified derivatives) are preferred by 

he research fraternity due to their distinct advantages like su- 

erior biocompatibility, biodegradability, low toxicity profile, and 

ase of preparation [58] . Initially discovered in the mid-1960s, lipo- 

omes are nanosized bilayer spheres prepared by the self-assembly 

f amphiphilic lipids, which generates an outer hydrophobic bi- 

ayer with an internal aqueous core. Depending on polarity, adju- 

ants can either be entrapped within the hydrophobic liposomal 

embrane or they can be loaded into the hydrophilic center (di- 

ectly or via entrapment within an inner core material) around 

hich the bilayer is formed. The thin-film hydration method is 

ommonly utilized for liposome preparation due to the simplic- 

ty of the process, but for optimal results, it requires the temper- 

ture of the hydration buffer to be raised above the phase tran- 

ition temperature of the lipid. This limits the usability in the 

ase of thermolabile immune adjuvants, for which other milder 

ethods like solvent vaporization or freeze-thawing are preferred 

59] . The size distribution and lamellarity of the fabricated lipo- 

omes are controlled by employing size-reducing processes like 

embrane extrusion or sonication. Overall, the commercial scala- 

ility and ability to incorporate diverse molecules have led to > 20 

iposome-based formulations getting approved by global regulatory 

odies, with multiple other formulations awaiting clinical approval 

60] . 
7 
Like their polymeric counterparts, lipid-based nanocarriers pro- 

ide an increase in bioavailability for the loaded immunoadju- 

ants by curbing systemic exposure and enzyme-induced degra- 

ation. The physicochemical properties of any lipid-based system 

overn its performance as an immune modulator [61] . A size pro- 

le less than 100 nm facilitates enhanced permeability and accu- 

ulation within solid tumors (attributed to the leaky tumor vascu- 

ature and poor lymphatic clearance, “enhanced permeability and 

etention (EPR) effect”), while systems with a size less than 25 nm 

re more likely to be delivered to lymph nodes [62] . The surface 

harge also contributes to immune activation as nanocarriers with 

 net positive charge have better interaction with the negatively 

harged mucosal surface, which directly results in enhanced up- 

ake by immune cells (vs. neutral or negatively charged systems) 

63] . But using lipids that possess a positive charge at physiological 

H and high concentration of cholesterol (commonly used as lipid 

ilayer stabilizer) causes adverse inflammatory events associated 

ith complement activation. In contrast, using phosphatidylser- 

ne as a lipidic component enables apoptotic cells-like mimick- 

ng properties through which it regulates macrophage functions, 

esulting in anti-inflammatory effects [64] . For lipid-based im- 

unotherapy, cell-specific targeting can be achieved by functional- 

zing the nanocarrier surface with ligands like antibodies, peptides, 

nd aptamers. Apart from targeting, surface functionalization with 

EG has been extensively explored to develop “stealth” liposomes 

aving properties like prolonged systemic circulation, protection 

rom opsonization, and enhanced biodistribution profile [65] . The 

ollowing section will discuss recent trends and important ad- 

ancements in lipid-based strategies for cancer immunotherapy. 

Su et al. developed a liposomal system based on a cationic 

olymer-lipid hybrid nanovesicle (termed P/LNV liposomes) for 

oncurrent delivery of an immunogenic cocktail ( Fig. 5 a). The pay- 

oad consisted of anionic antigen epitopes, CpG, and 1-methyl- 

ryptophan (1-MT, an Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 inhibitor; 

DO-1). The system aimed to enhance the low antigenicity of the 
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Table 2 

Different classes of molecular adjuvants that can be incorporated with biomaterials for immune targeting/potentiation of their effect. 

Types of Immune Adjuvants Overview Mechanism Refs. 

Immune 

Stimulators 

Alum It enhances antigen presentation and 

activates Th2 effector response, which 

results in the production of cytokines 

(such as IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13) that 

stimulate the antibody production and 

activation of CD4 + T cells. 

• Alum operates as an antigen depot. It also 

functions as an irritant, attracting immune cells 

like neutrophils to the injection site. 

• NOD-like receptors (NLRs) identify alum through 

uric acid release or direct activation of the 

NLRP3/NALP3 inflammasome. 

[29] 

M59 M59 is a squalene oil-based emulsion 

adjuvant stabilized with non-ionic 

surfactants tween 80 and span 85. M59 

activates immune cells and facilitates 

their recruitment at the injection site. 

By traveling to the draining lymph 

nodes, it can initiate an adaptive 

immune response by activating 

lymphocytes. 

• It specifically targets the NLR pathway to enhance 

the immune response. 

• By binding to NLRP3, M59 triggers the release of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines and other signaling 

molecules. 

[30] 

Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) LPS are made of a lipophilic 

phospholipid and a hydrophilic 

polysaccharide (lipid A). They are a 

class of bacterial outer membrane 

glycolipids from Gram-negative 

bacteria. 

• TLR4 detects lipid A and drives DC toward Th1 

immunity. 

• Binding of TLR4 leads to the production of 

cytokines such as IL-6, TNF and IL-1. 

[31] 

Monophosphoryl lipid A It is a synthetic lipid molecule that is 

prepared by modifying the LPS found in 

the cell wall of non-pathogenic 

Salmonella. 

• It primarily functions as a TLR4 agonist. 

• It can stimulate the synthesis of IL-12 and IFN, 

which support Th1 responses. 

[32] 

Flagellin It is a protein that forms the filament 

(or "flagellum") in many bacteria, 

including Escherichia coli, which are 

used for motility. 

• It generates an immune response by interacting 

with TLR5 present on the immune cell surface. 

• By the phosphorylation of NLRC4 and NAIP5, it can 

simultaneously target inflammasomes. 

[33] 

Muramyl dipeptide 

(MDP) 

It is a synthetic immunoreactive 

peptide consisting of N-acetyl muramic 

acid attached to a short amino acid 

chain of L-Ala-D-isoGln. 

• Besides secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

(TNF, IL-1, IL-6), it activates the NOD2 receptor 

which results in the release of nitric oxide and 

upregulation of adhesion molecules CD 11a, CD11b, 

CD11c/CD18, and CD54 

[34] 

CpG 

oligodeoxynucleotides 

(CpG-ODNs) 

They are short synthetic single-stranded 

DNA molecules containing CpG motifs. 

They have a high adjuvanticity and low 

reactogenicity. 

• It works as a polyclonal activator, causing B-cells to 

multiply and develop into IgG-producing cells. 

• They indirectly activate monocytes and 

macrophages resulting in the production of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines. 

• Through the TLR-9 receptor, it activates the MyD88 

pathway, Type I INF, and cytokine response. 

[35] 

Imido-quinolines Imido-quinolines (like Imiquimod and 

Resiquimod) are synthetic TLR agonists 

and potent dendritic cell activators with 

established anticancer activity. 

• They activate the TLR-7/8 present on DCs and 

trigger downstream pathways, producing cytokines 

that stimulate APC activation. 

• They also utilize the TLR-independent pathway by 

interfering with adenosine receptor signaling 

pathways leading to increased pro-inflammatory 

activity. 

[36] 

Polyinosinic:polycytidylic 

acid (Poly I:C) 

Poly I:C is a synthetic double-stranded 

RNA molecule that is recognized by the 

TLR3 receptor as a sign of viral 

infection. 

• Poly I:C promotes the Type I INF response and 

upregulates the anticancer activity by activating 

the melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 

cytoplasmic receptor or RIG-1 receptors. 

• It activates DCs, causing them to generate IL-12 

and type I IFN while also increasing MHC-II 

expression. 

[37] 

STING Agonists They are small molecule analog of 

cyclic GMP-AMP (cGAMP) that acts as 

an agonist of the stimulator of IFN 

genes protein (STING; transmembrane 

protein 173) with potential 

immunoactivity properties. 

• Upon activation of the STING pathway, a signaling 

cascade is initiated that results in the production 

of type I IFN and other cytokines, such as IL-6 and 

TNF- α. 

[38] 

Monoclonal 

Antibodies (mAbs) 

Anti-CD47 They are designed to bind to the CD47 

protein on cancer cells, thereby 

blocking the "don’t eat me" signal and 

allowing the immune system to 

recognize and attack the cancer cells. 

• Signal regulatory protein attaches to CD47 and 

triggers the signaling cascade that prevents 

phagocytosis. Anti-CD47 mAbs prevent this 

binding, thereby suppressing tumor development 

and metastasis. 

[39] 

Anti-CD44 They are antibodies that bind to CD44, 

a cell surface receptor that is involved 

in critical cellular processes, including 

cell adhesion, migration, and survival. 

• By blocking the function of CD44, the antibodies 

can interfere with cell adhesion, migration, and 

survival, leading to the inhibition of tumor growth 

and the reduction of cancer cell migration and 

invasion. 

[40] 

Anti-EpCAM These mAbs target EpCAM (epithelial 

cell adhesion molecules) that are 

involved in the formation and 

maintenance of epithelial tissues, and 

are often overexpressed in cancer 

• Besides its adhesion function, EpCAM transmits 

various oncogenic signaling and gene expression 

pathways to the nucleus, the blocking of which has 

therapeutic benefits. 

[41] 

( continued on next page ) 

8 
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Table 2 ( continued ) 

Types of Immune Adjuvants Overview Mechanism Refs. 

Anti-IGF Receptor I Anti-IGF-1R refers to antibodies that 

target the insulin-like growth factor 1 

receptor, which is a transmembrane 

receptor protein that is involved in 

regulating cell growth and division. 

• It functions by binding to the IGF-1R protein on 

cancer cells, blocking its activation and disrupting 

its ability to promote cancer cell survival and 

growth. 

• It also triggers apoptosis of cancer cells and 

inhibits their ability to migrate and invade healthy 

tissue. 

[42] 

Anti-Frizzled It refers to antibodies that target the 

Frizzled family of proteins, which are 

involved in the Wnt signaling pathway. 

• It works b disrupting the Wnt signaling pathway 

(critical for cancer cell growth and 

chemoresistance). 

• This can inhibit cancer cell survival, and also 

stimulate the immune system to recognize and 

attack cancer cells 

[43] 

Antitumor 

Cytokines 

IL-2 IL-2 is a pleiotropic cytokine that plays 

a significant role in the innate and 

adaptive immune response. It is an 

important growth regulator and 

mitogen of T cells. 

• IL-2 activates and proliferates NK cells and T cells. 

• IL-2 receptor couples with the Janus kinases (JAK) 

and activates the transcription factors for the 

“Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription”

(STAT) protein. 

[44] 

IL-7 IL-7 is known for its growth-promoting 

effects on progenitors of B cells. it 

contributes to host defence by 

regulating the development and 

homeostasis of immune cells, including 

T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, and NK 

cells. 

• IL-7 receptor binding leads to the phosphorylation 

of tyrosine residues, subsequently activating the 

JAK/STAT pathway, PI3, and SRC kinases. 

• IL-7 receptor is expressed on immature B cell 

progenitors; exposure of IL-7 to its receptor helps 

in B cell development. 

[45] 

IL-15 IL-15 is involved in the activation, 

differentiation, and proliferation of T, B, 

and NK cells. It also supports the 

maintenance of memory CD8 + T cells, 

thereby promoting long-term antitumor 

immunity. It also enhances the 

differentiation of DCs. 

• By binding with its complementary receptor 

complex, IL-15 causes its activation which triggers 

JAK, leading to the phosphorylation of the receptor 

and the subsequent activation of the STAT proteins. 

[46] 

INF- α IFN- α is a type I IFN mainly involved in 

stimulating the immune responses 

against viral infections. It promotes the 

production of MHC class I molecules on 

tumor cells and induces the maturation 

of DCs. 

• IFN- α induces tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT 

proteins, leading to IL-4 production and B cell 

activation. 

• IFN- α targets the induction of apoptosis in tumor 

cell lines through activation of the caspase cascade. 

• It also upregulates costimulatory and co-inhibitory 

receptors on cells, leading to tumor antigen 

expression activation. 

[47] 

Granulocyte-macrophage 

colony-stimulating factor 

(GM-CSF) 

GM-CSF is a 14-35 kDa protein that 

primarily derives from T cells and is 

variably glycosylated. It has a crucial 

role in regulating the growth and 

functions of granulocytes and cells of 

the macrophage lineage, from their 

earliest stages of development to 

maturity. 

• GM-CSF promotes cell survival and proliferation via 

activation of JAK/STAT and NF-kB pathways. 

[48] 
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eptide vaccine while simultaneously inhibiting the immunosup- 

ressive TME, ultimately boosting the efficacy of cancer combi- 

ation immunotherapy. The cationic liposomes loaded with hy- 

rophobic IDO inhibitor 1-MT were electrostatically complexed 

ith anionic peptide-modified epitopes (AE) (generated from 

HC-I-restricted melanoma antigens and CpG), which cumula- 

ively formed a typical tumor vaccine. Surface functionalization 

ith AE resulted in enhanced uptake of P/LNV liposomes by DCs 

ollowed by their maturation. Increased percentage of CD86 + and 

ctivated DCs resulted in a potent cytotoxic T-lymphocyte response 

gainst B16-OVA tumor cells. C57BL/6J mice treated with P/LNV li- 

osomes displayed a strong cancer-specific T cell response with 

ncreased infiltration of CD8 + T cells in the tumor and draining 

ymph nodes [66] . By co-loading immune adjuvants that have an 

ndependent mechanism of generating an anti-tumor immune re- 

ponse, lipid-based nanocarriers can be harnessed to generate a 

esponse via multiple immune pathways. Haung et al. reported 

pherical nucleic acid, prepared using liposome (composed of 2- 

ioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) as nanoparticle core around 

hich a shell of highly oriented and densely packed immunomod- 
9

latory oligonucleotides was formed. For optimal attachment onto 

he liposomes, oligonucleotides were conjugated to the 3 ′ -terminal 

f cholesterol. Two unique oligonucleotides that activate indepen- 

ent TLR 9 signaling pathways (each in a sequence-specific fash- 

on) were simultaneously conjugated onto the liposomal core. The 

latform showcased efficient trafficking in DCs which resulted in 

he activation of the TLR9 signaling pathway and infiltration of the 

umor antigen-specific T lymphocytes. By controlling the stoichio- 

etric ratio of conjugated oligonucleotides, the authors reported 

ontrol over crucial cell signaling and regulatory processes ( Fig. 5 b) 

67] . 

Although lipid-based immunotherapy shows great promise, 

ome critical limitations still exist. Firstly, the use of organic sol- 

ents and harsh processing conditions are prominent during fab- 

icating, which can cause the denaturation of heat-labile immune 

djuvants [68] . Secondly, the adjuvant loading capacity is affected 

y lipids’ inherent electronegativity [69] . And finally, delivery sys- 

ems made using lipids exhibit poor stability when stored for a 

rolonged period. Addressing these challenges with an outcome- 

riven approach can lead to better clinical translation. 
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Fig. 3. Different classes of bio-engineered platforms for application in cancer immunotherapy. Depending on their physicochemical properties and fabrication approach, 

biomaterials can be bestowed with well-defined characteristics and functionalities for incorporating various immune modulators. 
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.3. Inorganic biomaterial-based platforms 

.3.1. Carbon-based nanocarriers 

By virtue of attractive physical (thermal, optical, and electronic), 

hemical, and mechanical properties, carbon-based nanomaterials 

CNMs) have generated substantial interest in developing cancer 

heranostics platforms. Under the umbrella of carbon-based bio- 

aterials, graphene, graphdiyne, fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and 

arbon quantum dots have been widely used as multifunctional 

elivery vectors for chemotherapeutic drugs and immunomodu- 

atory cargo [70] . With a size profile ranging from 1 nm to 1

m, CNMs possess a high surface area to mass ratio that al- 

ows higher loading of drugs/immune adjuvants. A key advantage 

f CNMs is their tunable surface chemistry which can be read- 

ly modified/functionalized to enhance biocompatibility and wa- 

er solubility, prolong systematic circulation time, and impart ac- 

ive tumor-targeting properties. Dangling bonds, located in large 

umbers at the edge and the defective sites can be subjected 

o covalent (adding hydroxyl groups, carboxyl groups, or amino 

roups) or noncovalent (grafting of amphiphilic molecules like chi- 

osan, bovine serum albumin or PEG derivatives) modifications 

71] . While CNMs are capable to achieve passive tumor localization 

ia the EPR effect, active tumor targeting can be accomplished by 

onjugating ligands for common receptors which are overexpressed 

n tumor/vasculatures (e.g., folate receptors, epidermal growth fac- 

or receptors, integrin receptors, transferrin receptors, etc.). A dis- 

inct feature of CNMs is their strong optical activity in the near- 
10 
nfrared (NIR) range. Due to the graphitic carbon structure, CNMs 

bsorb electromagnetic waves in the NIR-I (750-10 0 0 nm) and NIR- 

I (10 0 0-170 0 nm) windows. This allows the fabrication of unique 

ombinatorial platforms that can integrate cancer immunotherapy 

ith photothermal therapy [72] . The following section will discuss 

rominent CMNs systems and their recent applications in cancer 

mmunotherapy. 

Graphene is a two-dimensional (2D) sp 

2 -hybridized allotrope of 

arbon of one atom thickness, having a sheet-like assembly with 

 honeycomb structure. Multiple graphene-based derivatives have 

een synthesized (including graphene oxide, reduced graphene ox- 

de, graphene nanoribbons, and graphene nanoplatelets) and ex- 

lored in cancer theranostics [73] . The synthesis techniques to 

enerate graphene and its derivatives includes mechanical exfoli- 

tion, liquid-phase exfoliation, and epitaxial growth. Immune ad- 

uvants can be attached to graphene surfaces by simple surface 

dsorption techniques like covalent bonding, hydrophobic interac- 

ion, and electrostatic interaction [74] . Wang et al. reported alu- 

inum oxyhydroxide-modified graphene oxide nanosheets (GO- 

lO(OH)) as a carrier to deliver immune antigens while simul- 

aneously overcoming alum’s innate limitation in eliciting cell- 

editated immunity, which can help potentiate its effectiveness as 

n immune adjuvant ( Fig. 6 a). Antigen-loaded GO-AlO(OH) nano 

omplexes were formulated by the incorporation of model anti- 

ens using a facile mixing/adsorption approach. The system en- 

bled cellular uptake and cytosolic release of antigens along with 

C maturation, thereby producing higher antigen-specific IgG titers 
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Fig. 4. Polymer-based Bio-engineered Platforms for Cancer Immunotherapy. (A) Biodegradable PLGA-PEG nanoparticles for co-delivery of DOX and immune adjuvants. Here, 

sub-figure (i) shows a representative morphology image of empty NPs obtained by TEM and atomic force microscopy (2D/3D). Sub-figure (ii) shows the release kinetics of 

encapsulated constituents. Sub-figure (iii) shows NPs uptake by TC-1 cells after 2 hours of incubation (shown by fluorescence microscopy; Red: cell membrane; purple: cell 

nucleus; green: NIR dye). Sub-figure (iv) shows the activation of DCs measured by the secretion of IL-12p40 upon 48 hours of incubation with NPs. (B) Biopolymer immune 

implant co-loaded with R848 and anti-OX40 antibody for preventing postoperative colorectal tumor relapse and metastasis. Here, sub-figure (i) showcases a picture of the 

implant before and after lyophilization (scale bar: 5 mm) and a corresponding SEM image (scale bar: 100 μm). Sub-figure (ii) shows the in vitro release of R848 and IgG 

from the implant in PBS buffer (pH 7.4 or 6.8). Sub-figure (iii) depicts the tumoral levels of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells (on day 10) in treated mice. Adapted with permission 

from [51] (Copyright 2019, Ivyspring International Publisher) and [54] (Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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hat aid to induce robust CD4 + and CD8 + T lymphocyte re- 

ponses. Additionally, the authors demonstrated the potential of 

O-AlO(OH) nano complexes as a personalized approach for cancer 

accine by using tumor cell lysate as adjuvant, which led to signif- 

cant inhibition of tumor growth in the E.G7-OVA tumor-bearing 

ice [75] . 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) belong to a sub-category of fullerene 

erivatives that have found diverse applications in biomedical en- 

ineering. Depending on the number of the carbon atom sheet, 

NTs can be categorized into single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs, 

pproximate diameter of 0.4-2 nm) and multi-walled nanotubes 

MWNTs, approximate diameter of 10-100 nm) [76] . The common 

pproaches to generate CNTs include chemical vapor deposition, 

lectric arc method, and laser deposition method. CNT structure 

llows coupling with different molecules, which can be used for 
11
odulating CNT carrier properties or to achieve targeted delivery 

77] . Xia et al. developed a nano-vehicle based on MWCNTs conju- 

ated with a cell-penetrating peptide H3R6 (with terminal NH 2 ). 

he NH 2 group interacts with the carboxyl group of the MWC- 

Ts, forming H3R6-MWCNTs (MHR). The CpG interacts with the 

ositively charged segment of MHR to form an MHR-CpG com- 

lex. This platform enabled higher CpG uptake and surface hy- 

rophilicity, thus resolving the long-term safety and toxicity is- 

ues. Further, it protected CpG from enzymatic degradation of nu- 

leic acids and allowed its safe transportation into cells. MHR im- 

roved the immunogenicity of CpG (in both humoral and cellu- 

ar immune pathways), as demonstrated by the augmented CD4 + 

 cells, CD8 + T cells, TNF- α, and IL-6 expression [78] . In a re-

ent study, Li et al. developed cationic polymer brush-modified 

NTs for delivering siRNA in cancer immunotherapy. By employ- 
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Fig. 5. Lipid-based Nanocarriers for Cancer Immunotherapy. (A) Cationic polymer-lipid hybrid nanovesicle (P/LNV liposomes) loaded with tumor vaccines and IDO inhibitors. 

Here, sub-figure (i) shows the schematic illustration of the assembly of P/LNV liposomes. Sub-figure (ii) shows the TEM image of drug-loaded (IDO/AE/CpG) P/LNV liposomes. 

Sub-figure (iii) shows a plot depicting the percentage of CD3 + CD4 + T cells in the tumor and the infiltration of CD3 + CD8 + T cells in draining lymph nodes (in treated mice). 

(B) Liposome-based spherical nucleic acid construct for sequence-specific immune activation. Here, sub-figure (i) shows the cryo-TEM image of oligonucleotide functionalized 

liposome with a schematic representation of the constructs (Scale bars: 100 nm). Sub-figure (ii) shows representative confocal microscopy images of the nano-platform, 30 

min after uptake by JAWS II cells (Color assignments: fluorescein-CpG-A (green), Cy5-CpG-B (red), nucleus (blue), actin (gray); Scale bars: 5 μm). Sub-figure (iii) shows the 

increase in cytokine and IFN production following intracellular localization after 24 h of treatment. Adapted with permission from [66] (Copyright 2021, Royal Society of 

Chemistry) and [67] (Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 
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ng the concept of surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymer- 

zation, cationic poly(2-dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate) brushes 

aving mussel-inspired polydopamine chemistry were grafted onto 

NTs surface. By changing the density of the bromo initiator moi- 

ties and polymerization period, the authors achieved precise con- 

rol over parameters like density and length of the polymer chains 

hich directly influenced the binding with siRNA. The platform 

as then explored as a carrier for the delivery of siRNA PD-L1. The 

NT hybrids outperformed commercial transfection reagent in cell 

ptake assay (performed using fluorescent siRNA) while also dis- 

laying high efficiency ( > 60%) for knocking down PD-L1 in B16-F10 

ells ( Fig. 6 b) [79] . 
12 
.3.2. Silica-based biomaterials 

Silica (also known as silicon dioxide) is a naturally occurring 

norganic material that is a key component of sand and rocks, 

aking it the most abundant mineral on the planet. Known for 

ts high strength, low density, high thermal stability, and chem- 

cal inertness, silica has been a subject of great interest in the 

eld of material sciences. Owing to its outstanding attributes as 

 biomaterial (like biocompatibility, non-toxicity, ease of steriliza- 

ion, and capability to be tailored to use-specific requirements), sil- 

ca is used for diverse medical applications, including as a scaf- 

old for tissue engineering, as a drug delivery vehicle, and as a 

aterial for dental/bone implants [80] . Mesoporous silica nanopar- 
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Fig. 6. Carbon-based Nanocarriers for Cancer Immunotherapy. (A) Schematic illustration of aluminum oxyhydroxide-modified graphene oxide nanosheets for targeting the 

delivery of immunostimulatory CpG oligonucleotides against prostate cancer. (B) Cationic Polymer Brush-Modified CNTs for siRNA Delivery. Here, sub-figure (i) shows a 

schematic depiction of different architectures of cationic polymer grafted on CNTs. Sub-figure (ii) shows representative TEM and HRTEM of oCNT-DS (dense short coating 

on CNTs); the highlighted area in HRTEM marks the polymer brush coatings. Sub-figure (iii) shows the siRNA uptake in B16-F10 cells at different N/P ratios (from 0.5 

to 10, vs. Lipofectamine). Sub-figure (iv) shows the PD-L1 knockdown efficiency (quantified according to the mean fluorescence intensity). Adapted with permission from 

[75] (Copyright 2019, Elsevier) and [79] (Copyright 2021, American Chemistry Society), respectively. 
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icles (MSNs) and mesoporous silica microrods (MSRs) are two 

f the most widely explored silica-based platforms in cancer im- 

unotherapy research. 

MSNs are silica-based nanostructures with a solid framework 

nd a well-defined atomic-level arrangement of mesopores, that 

esults in a large functional surface area ( > 10 0 0 m 

2 /g). Originally

eported in the early 1990s, it wasn’t until the last decade that 

onsiderable investigation into the biomedical potential of MSNs 

as undertaken. They have distinctive features such as high chem- 

cal/biological stability, exceptional biodegradability, and readily 

rogrammable pore size (ranging from 2 to 50 nm) [81] . The 
13 
our major methods to fabricate MSNs are the template-directed 

ethodology, the sol-gel approach, the microwave-assisted tech- 

ique, and chemical etching. Particle size and pore volume are the 

ey factors that influence the usage of MSNs and they can be eas- 

ly modulated/controlled by varying the silica source and operating 

arameters of the reaction mixture (like pH, temperature, and con- 

entration of surfactant) [82] . MSNs have been utilized effectively 

s carriers for a variety of payloads, including small-molecule 

rugs or therapeutic macromolecules like proteins, DNA, and RNA. 

epending on the type of cargo and the intended release profile, 

he pore size can be altered. In general, MSNs with large pore di- 
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meters are favored for the transport of macromolecules, whereas 

SNs with tiny pore sizes facilitate controlled drug release [83] . In 

ddition, several pore morphologies and textures (hexagonal, cu- 

ic, concentric, radial) have been reported. Controlling the shape 

f pores affords an additional means of modulating release kinet- 

cs [84] . Since MSNs are predominantly made of a silicon dioxide 

atrix, they are susceptible to hydrolysis. An OH-mediated nucle- 

philic attack from water (as present in any physiological fluid) 

esults in the formation of ortho-silicic acid, which is excreted 

ia urine. In this scenario, surface modification is not required to 

nhance cytocompatibility; rather, functionalization tactics are in- 

ended to facilitate targeted or external stimuli-responsive payload 

elivery [85] . 

MSRs can be best defined as rod-shaped derivatives of silica 

aving a high-aspect-ratio (with length in micron-scale) that pos- 

ess a unique mesoporous structure that forms cylindrical end- 

o-end inner channels. The fabrication of MSRs involves a multi- 

tep process that involves the surfactant-assisted arrangement of 

 silica precursor into microrods having uniform nano-sized pores 

86] . Briefly, the process initiates by the formation of a spherical 

elf-assembled composite between a non-ionic surfactant (usually 

riblock copolymer) and a silica precursor (usually tetraethyl or- 

hosilicate). As the silica condensation progresses, the change in 

olecular packing parameters initiates a configurational transition 

f spherical aggregates into cylindrical micelles. At this stage, the 

onstituents exist in a liquid crystal phase. Subsequently, the poly- 

erization process is initiated by adding a catalyst (such as hy- 

rochloric acid) to the mixture. This causes the precursor to grow 

enser with time and finally separate from the water phase by 

orming the final mesostructured [87] . While MSNs are majorly 

sed as carriers for the development of nano-vaccines (by deliver- 

ng antigenic information to APCs), MSRs have a unique application 

n cancer immunotherapy. Upon administration, MSRs can trans- 

orm into a porous three-dimensional scaffold formed by random 

tacking of rod-shaped particles. Such an in situ scaffold can pro- 

ote the infiltration of immature DCs where they come in direct 

ontact with the immunomodulators (loaded within mesopores), 

ransforming them into mature antigen-presenting DCs that mi- 

rate to the lymphoid organs to provoke antigen-specific adaptive 

mmune responses mediated by T cells. Additionally, this concept 

as also been explored for the ex vivo expansion of T cells by using 

ytokine-loaded MNRs [88] . 

The following section will discuss some recent applications 

f MSNs/MSRs-based strategies for cancer immunotherapy. Yang 

t al. reported red light-responsive, self-destructive MSNs (Se- 

SN-PEG) by inserting reactive oxygen species (ROS)-cleavable 

iselenide-bonds into the silica framework. While stimuli-sensitive 

inkers are commonly used to create smart MSNs, most approaches 

lace them on the particle surface, constraining responsiveness 

nd drug release efficiency. To obtain high co-loading of methy- 

ene blue (photosensitizer) and DOX, the authors inserted ROS- 

leavable linkers within the matrix of mesoporous silica. When ir- 

adiated with red light, methylene blue generated ROS that cleaved 

he diselenide-bridged silica backbones, resulting in the matrix 

egradation-based release of MB for further ROS generation. This 

ascade triggered DOX release, which synergized photodynamic 

reatment to boost ICD. In mice with 4T1 breast tumors, the plat- 

orm elicited a robust anti-tumor immune response, while subse- 

uent administration of PD-1 checkpoint blockers led to substantial 

bscopal effects and metastasis suppression. The platform also con- 

erred long-term anti-tumor immunity, as shown by the increased 

roduction of TNF- α and IFN- γ in the sera of Se-MSN-PEG-treated 

ice (subjected to tumor rechallenge study) ( Fig. 7 a) [89] . In a

ifferent study, Chen et al. reported a strategically bio-engineered 

SN-based immunotherapeutic nanocarrier for cyclic diguanylate 

onophosphate (cdG) delivery. The silica backbone was function- 
14 
lized with Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (for imaging), PEG (for 

rolonged blood circulation), and N-trimethoxysilylpropyl-N, N, N- 

rimethylammonium chloride which contains a quaternary ammo- 

ium group (for inducing positive charge). The negatively charged 

dG was loaded within the MSN complex via electrostatic inter- 

ction. RAW 264.7 cells treated with this system displayed en- 

anced secretion of IL-6, IL-1 β , and IFN- β along with expression 

f phospho-STING (Ser365) protein (demonstrating that the inhibi- 

ion of tumor growth was achieved by the STING-dependent sig- 

al pathway). The system also enhanced the infiltration of leuko- 

ytes, including CD11c + dendritic cells, F4/80 + macrophages, CD4 + 

 cells, and CD8 + T cells within the TME, resulting in dramatic 

umor growth inhibition in 4T1 breast tumor-bearing Balb/c mice 

90] . 

Researchers at Mooney Lab were one of the first to report the 

mmunotherapeutic potential of MSRs. By using high aspect ratio 

SRs, they developed a vaccine platform that spontaneously as- 

embles to form 3D scaffold in the body after subcutaneous injec- 

ion. Sustained release of the encapsulated GM-CSF attracted im- 

une cells (including immature DCs) to the macropores formed 

y a random distribution of MSRs at the injection site ( Fig. 7 b).

ith time, the number of recruited CD11c + DCs increased, and ex- 

osure to CpG-ODN and OVA stimulated them to transform into 

VA-specific activated DCs. These activated DCs then migrated to 

ymph nodes where interaction with naïve T cells lead to the ex- 

rtion of a systemic OVA-specific CTL and Th1/Th2 antibody re- 

ponse. The platform was able to prophylactically prevent EG7-OVA 

umor growth in mice models, a testament to its ability to induce 

 strong cellular and humoral response [91] . Taking the platform 

urther, the group modified MSRs with cationic polyethyleneimine 

hat allowed delivery of immune modulatory glycoproteins (like 

7 peptide). This platform was able to eliminated established E7- 

xpressing TC-1 carcinoma in 80% of mice after a single vaccina- 

ion, followed by the persistence of immunological memory for 

ver 6 months. The platform also displayed a synergistic thera- 

eutic effect when applied with anti-CTLA4 therapy [92] . Besides 

ancer vaccines, MSRs can also aid in ACT by serving as a tool for 

he rapid generation of generate therapeutically functional T cells. 

PC-mimetic MSRs were prepared by loading IL-2 in mesopores 

nd coating T cell cue-bearing liposomes on the MSR surface. In 

 cell culture, the platform outperformed commercial microbeads 

or ex vivo T cell expansion by promoting substantially higher ex- 

ansion rates of murine and human T cells in both polyclonal and 

ntigen-specific ways [93] . These findings demonstrate the exten- 

ive variety of silica as a biomaterial for application in cancer im- 

unotherapy. 

.4. Metal-based nanoparticles 

Metallic nanoparticles (MNPs) are popular for use in 

anomedicine due to their size, shape, and surface charge 

ontrol capabilities. The chemistry involved in making MNPs is 

traightforward and allows numerous options for modifications 

ith drugs/ligands. These process parameter-related attributes 

acilitate their fine-tuning to maximize the therapeutic outcomes 

f immunotherapy [94] . Their high surface-to-volume ratio can be 

xploited for modification with genetic materials, adjuvants, anti- 

ens, and tumor-targeting ligands. The use of MNPs is associated 

ith ICD and the release of tumor antigens by the metal’s inherent 

ioactivity. Moreover, MNPs undergo rapid uptake by APCs due 

o their high density. So, a better anti-tumor cytotoxic T cell 

esponse can be expected when immune adjuvants are delivered 

sing them [95] . Additionally, some MNPs possess outstanding 

hermal and magnetic properties, which can be exploited to de- 

elop nanoparticle-mediated platforms for photothermal therapy, 

hotodynamic therapy, and magnetic hyperthermia therapy. These 
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Fig. 7. Silica-based Bio-engineered Platforms for Cancer Immunotherapy. (A) MSNs as a platform for efficient and safe cancer chemo-photo-immunotherapy. Here, sub-figure 

(i) depicts the synthesis of Se-MSN-PEG with red light-triggered cascading drug release and amplification of ICD. Sub-figure (ii) shows the representative TEM-images of 

drug co-loaded Se-MSN-PEG. Sub-figure (iii) depicts the serum pro-inflammatory cytokines levels in each group and the percent of effector memory T cells (post-tumor 

rechallenge). (B) MSR scaffold f or in situ immune cell manipulation. Here, sub-figure (i) depicts the schematic cascades for injectable MSR cancer vaccine. Sub-figure (ii) 

shows the surgically isolated MSR scaffold (post-injection) and a representative SEM photomicrograph indicating the high number of recruited immune cells (yellow outline 

represents a visible MSR, red arrows indicate cells). Sub-figure (iii) shows an SEM image of the MSR scaffold after the removal of most recruited cells. Adapted with 

permission from [89] (Copyright 2022, Elsevier) and [91] (Copyright 2014, Springer Nature), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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herapies can be utilized to modulate various internal TME factors 

y generating ROS, elevating hypoxia, and depleting glutathione. 

articles prepared from metals like Gold, Copper, and Molybdenum 

xhibit localized surface plasmon resonance through which they 

roduce heat upon irradiation with a NIR laser. Such thermal ab- 

ation in tumors can lead to protein denaturation, cell membrane 

ysis, apoptosis, and eventually cancer cell death. Multiple studies 
15 
ave concluded that immunotherapy can benefit from the im- 

unogenically “hot” microenvironment created by MNP-mediated 

hermal ablation of tumors [96] . The rationale for using MNPs 

apart from drug delivery vectors) in cancer immunotherapy and 

ome drawbacks are briefly highlighted in Table 3 . 

Besides the above-discussed MNPs, other metal derivatives 

ike zinc-based NPs (having an inherent ability to directly acti- 
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Table 3 

MNPs in cancer immunotherapy. 

Type of MNP Rationale for use in cancer immunotherapy Drawbacks Refs. 

Iron • Various iron oxides like magnetite, hematite, and maghemite 

have been explored as magnetic nanocarriers for targeting 

lymphatic vessels. 

• They preferentially accumulate in TAMs where they can 

modulate their reprogramming and biological functions. 

• As iron oxide core bears high surface energy and chemical 

reactivity, it needs to be encapsulated by polymers, lipids, or 

proteins to prevent rapid opsonization. 

• Excessive intra-tumoral accumulation can cause undesirable 

oxidative stress and DNA damage. 

• Cellular and molecular toxicity in vital organs like the heart and 

liver is reported. 

[97] 

Gold • Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) can be prepared in various shapes 

and sizes by different chemical, physical, or eco-friendly 

biological methods. 

• AuNPs with a size of 5-50 nm show dose-dependent 

up-regulation in IL-1 β , IL-6, and TNF- α. 

• Their localization at tumor sites enhances the infiltration of 

immune cells and the tumor immunotherapy efficacy. 

• Long-term toxicity of AuNPs is reported as they undergo 

negligible degradation in the body. 

• The pharmacokinetic and histocompatibility parameters of AuNPs 

highly vary based on their size/shape profile and surface 

modification, leading to variation in therapeutic outcomes 

[98] 

Silver • Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) possess admirable intrinsic 

anticancer and antibacterial properties. 

• Ag + cations can modulate tumor-promoting cytokines, aid in 

controlling oxidative stress, and decrease cancer cell 

proliferation by suppressing ATP levels. 

• Long-term low-level systemic exposure to AgNPs can provoke 

oxidative stress and hinder critical mitochondrial functions. 

• AgNPs have poor stability and generate hard aggregates when 

stored for a prolonged period. 

[99] 

Aluminum • Multiple Al-based immune adjuvants have received FDA 

approval. 

• Al-based NPs selectively enhance antibody-mediated immune 

responses and induce differentiation of CD4 + T cells into 

helper T cells. 

• While the use of various Al-based adjuvants (like alum, 

aluminum phosphate, and aluminum potassium sulfate) has high 

safety profile, Al-based NPs are prone to undergo aggregation in 

the physiological environment. 

• Besides, they are susceptible to cause neurotoxicity by 

accumulating in brain 

[100] 

Manganese • Manganese oxide NPs (having a hollow or solid core) possess 

superior drug loading and magnetic properties. 

• Mn 2 + ions can directly activate innate/adaptive immunity 

when selectively delivered to the immune cell population. 

• Recently, manganese-based carriers are being explored for 

activation of cGAS and STING for the enhancement of cGAMP 

production, thus promoting the production of CD8 + T cells. 

• Without proper surface modification, manganese oxide NPs 

undergo self-aggregation and leach out Mn ions. These 

aggregates, when accumulated in tissues, can potentially lead to 

toxic effects. 

• Extensive investigations are still needed to under the molecular 

mechanism behind the synergistic immune effects of 

manganese-based nanomaterials 

[101] 
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ate innate/adaptive immunity and induction of multiple inflam- 

atory cytokines) and calcium-based NPs (involved in the pro- 

iferation of thymocytes, differentiation/maturation of immature 

D4/CD8 cells, and cGAS-STING pathway) have been explored as 

andidates for immunoadjuvant delivery in cancer immunotherapy 

 102 , 103 ]. 

The following section will discuss some recent applications of 

NPs-based strategies for cancer immunotherapy. Sungsuwan et 

l. utilized surface-functionalized magnetic iron oxide NPs as car- 

iers for developing glycoconjugate-based anticancer vaccines. Un- 

ike normal cells, cancer cells display distinct carbohydrate struc- 

ures on their surfaces celled tumor-associated carbohydrate anti- 

ens (TACAs). These carbohydrate antigens can be exploited as dis- 

riminatory antigens for cancer immunotherapy, but their weak 

mmunogenicity creates challenges in eliciting strong anti-TACA 

mmune responses. To overcome this limitation, the authors coated 

agnetic iron oxide NPs with phospholipid-functionalized TACA 

lycopeptides via simple hydrophobic −hydrophobic interactions, 

hich eliminates any need for covalent linkages/interaction. The 

arge surface area of iron oxide NPs allowed several copies of gly- 

opeptides to be attached, leading to multivalent binding and en- 

anced interactions with antibody-secreting B cells. Mice immu- 

ized with the NPs generated strong antibody responses result- 

ng in tumor cell death through complement-mediated cytotoxic- 

ty [104] . In a different study, Cai et al. used mucin-1 (MUC1) gly- 

oprotein as an immunogen. A three-component system was ob- 

ained by immobilizing a chimeric peptide (composed of a MUC1- 

erived glycopeptide sequence and T cell epitope P30 sequence) on 

EGylated AuNPs. Analysis of the antisera obtained after treatment 

ith the nanocarrier showed significant Th1 and Th2-mediated 

mmune responses directed to the glycopeptide antigen [105] . Be- 

ides single metal, hybrid MNPS having a bimetallic or trimetal- 

ic alloy composition are also reported. Through such an approach, 

ifferent metals can be combined to generate a synergistic ther- 

f

16 
peutic effect while simultaneously addressing any drawbacks of 

etals on an individual level [106] . 

.5. Cell-derived systems 

Cell-derived systems, alias cellular biomaterials, are materials 

hat are composed of or made with the use of cells. As an upcom- 

ng class of biomaterials, various cell-derived systems have been 

dentified, designed, and modified to produce creative tools that 

an serve as self-adjuvating vaccines or as vectors for the deliv- 

ry of therapeutic/immunomodulatory cargo. Given that cells are 

nvolved in a vast array of biological processes, they are an inher- 

ntly rich source of natural targeting ligands, functional modula- 

ors, and antigenic materials [107] . Based on these features, cells 

and their components) can be employed to invoke immune activa- 

ion and provide a long-term immune memory effect for inhibiting 

ancer recurrence. From an application viewpoint, cell-derived sys- 

ems can be broadly sub-categorized into bioengineered whole tu- 

or cells, extracellular vesicles (EVs), and isolated cell membranes. 

Whole tumor cells have been extensively studied for their uti- 

ization as autologous cancer vaccines. They are prepared by the 

x vivo modification of surgically isolated tumor cells (usually via 

-ray irradiation) aimed to render them non-proliferative and non- 

umorigenic. Post-modification, the immunogenically and metabol- 

cally active cells are delivered back to the patient to generate po- 

ent tumor-specific cellular and humoral immune responses. The 

resence of a broad repertoire of tumor antigens decreases the 

robability of “immune escape” through antigen loss, whereas 

he autologous nature allows the development of highly patient- 

pecific vaccines without the need for mutational profiling. Ad- 

itionally, they are target-independent and facilitate the recruit- 

ent of a broad response with the involvement of multiple im- 

une cell populations [108] . While cells form tumor cell lines or 

rom an appropriate donor (allogenic) can also be utilized, autol- 
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gous cells are clinically preferred as they impart robust immu- 

ity on account of carrying the entire antigenic profile of the pa- 

ient’s tumor. Their immunogenicity can be enhanced by altering 

hem via retroviral or adenoviral transduction to express/secrete 

mmunomodulatory molecules (like GM-CSF) [109] . Whole tumor 

ells can be converted into cell lysate by subjecting them to re- 

eated freeze-thawing. By doing so, the cells retain their immuno- 

enicity but are now available in a more feasible form that can 

e readily co-incorporated (with other immune modulators) into 

 delivery system to yield complex cancer vaccines. Ye et al. re- 

orted a transdermal microneedle patch composed of hyaluronic 

cid loaded with tumor lysate from B16F10 melanoma, melanin, 

nd GM-CSF. The platform provides a steady intracutaneous re- 

ease of antigenic cell lysate and stimulated the immune system 

ia the comprehensive network of lymphatic vessels in the der- 

is. The photosensitizer (melanin), upon irradiation with a near- 

nfrared laser, generated localized heat that induced the release of 

nflammatory cytokines to appeal to the DCs and other types of 

mmune cells, facilitating the production of the immune substrates. 

he heat also enhanced blood and lymphatic flow, thereby induc- 

ng B16F10-specific immune activation by promoting the migration 

f APCs and T cells [110] . It is reported that lysate generated from

ells subjected to ICD is enriched with various biomolecules of the 

damage-associated molecular pattern” category (like calreticulin, 

nd heat shock proteins), which further synergizes their immune 

ctivity [111] . 

EVs are heterogenous lipid-bilayer bound vesicles that are dis- 

harged into the extracellular environment by cells (including dis- 

ased cells like cancer) and function as natural carriers of inter- 

ellular information/materials. They can be classified into three 

ain sub-classes based on their biogenesis and size distribution: 

icrovesicles (MVs; 100-1000 nm in diameter), exosomes (30- 

50 nm in diameter), and apoptotic bodies (typically 1-5 microns) 

112] . MVs are formed by shedding or outward budding of the 

lasma membrane while exosomes are formed by the inward bud- 

ing of intracellular endosomes (released by exocytosis). Apoptotic 

odies are released by dying cells during the later stages of apop- 

osis. MVs are rich in cytosolic proteins and lipids, while exosomes 

ontain a unique set of membrane and cytosolic proteins, RNA, and 

icroRNA. Apoptotic bodies are mostly composed of cell debris, 

ence their biomedical use is limited. [113] . The unique compo- 

ition and structure of EVs endow them with the ability to play 

 critical role in cancer, by modulating the immune system and 

romoting tumor growth and progression. Cancer cell-derived EVs 

rimarily contribute to tumor development by: [i] increasing im- 

une evasion (by promoting the activation/proliferation of Tregs 

hat subsequently inhibit the activation of effector T cells), [ii] 

iding metastasis (EVs contain molecules like matrix metallopro- 

einases and laminin-binding integrins, that facilitate the spread of 

ancer to distant sites; the presence of pro-angiogenic factors, such 

s VEGF, promote angiogenesis to support the growth and pro- 

ression of new tumors), [iii] imparting drug resistance (via drug 

esistance-associated molecules, such as ABC transporters, which 

an pump out chemotherapy drugs), and [iv] maintaining an im- 

unosuppressive TME (via molecules like TGF- β , which can inhibit 

he DCs activation and production of pro-inflammatory cytokines) 

114] . 

Due to their high biocompatibility and permeability across bio- 

ogical barriers, EVs have been investigated extensively as potential 

arriers for enhancing the effectiveness and specificity of cancer 

mmunotherapy. While they can be sourced from various somatic 

uids, EVs originating from cancer/CSCs or immune cells provide 

etter clinical outcome on account of their physicochemical at- 

ributes (like unique molecular cargo, and lipid-membrane mod- 

fications) that grants them homologous tumor targeting proper- 

ies. Techniques like density gradient ultracentrifugation and solu- 
17 
ility precipitation (as in commercial reagents like ExoQuick®) are 

mployed to isolated purified EVs from source cells. Subsequently, 

hey can be loaded with drugs/immunomodulatory molecules us- 

ng loading strategies like electroporation, sonication, or freeze- 

hawing. Additionally, the EVs membrane can be chemically modi- 

ed to externally anchor drugs or to achieve controlled delivery by 

ntegrating a stimulus-response module [115] . The following sec- 

ion will discuss recent examples of engineered EVs-based cancer 

mmunotherapy. 

In a first-of-its-kind study, Chen et al. attempted to develop 

Vs as direct agents for immune checkpoint therapy. By using ge- 

etic engineering techniques (CRISPR/Cas9) to modify the MDA- 

B-231 cell line, the authors harvested EVs that overexpressed a 

igh-affinity variant human PD-1 protein (havPD-1 EVs), while si- 

ultaneously knocking out intrinsic PD-L1 and beta-2 microglob- 

lin (to reduce the side effects of tumor-derived EVs on the im- 

une system). The havPD-1 EVs reduced the proliferation of PD- 

1 overexpressing cancer cells, induced cellular apoptosis, and effi- 

iently block PD-L1 mediated T cell suppression. Additionally, any 

ntibody/complement-dependent cytotoxicity was absent. Treat- 

ent with havPD-1 EVs having a breast tumor-homing effect 

esulted in robust anti-tumor activity in both preventative co- 

mplantation and therapeutic xenograft tumor models reconsti- 

uted with human T cells. Loading the havPD-1 EVs with Sena- 

arib, a poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitor, showed an increase 

n efficacy that was superior to the clinically standard anti-PD1 

onoclonal antibodies [116] . Huang et al. reported an in situ 

C-primed vaccine prepared by loading human neutrophil elas- 

ase (ICD inducer) and hiltonol (TLR3 agonist) into α-lactalbumin- 

ngineered breast cancer-derived exosomes (HELA-Exos). The plat- 

orm possessed a profound ability to specifically induce ICD in 

reast cancer cells on account of enhanced targeting provided by 

-lactalbumin (a breast-specific immunodominant protein). Ade- 

uate exposure to tumor antigens and Hiltonol following HELA- 

xo-induced ICD of cancer cells activated type one conventional 

Cs (cDC1s) in situ and cross-primed tumor-reactive CD8 + T cell 

esponses, leading to potent tumor inhibition in a poorly immuno- 

enic triple-negative breast cancer mouse xenograft model and 

atient-derived tumor organoids ( Fig. 8 a) [117] . 

An intriguing and unique sub-category of EVs that holds 

remendous promise in the field of cancer immunotherapy is bac- 

erial outer membrane vesicles (OMVs). They are spherical, non- 

eplicative, bilayer structures (20-250 nm in diameter) released 

rimarily by Gram-negative bacteria. They are generated by the 

rocess of outer membrane blebbing, which is a form of endo- 

ytosis that results in the formation of vesicles containing both 

uter membrane and periplasmic content. OMVs contain two es- 

ential components for use as vaccines: bacteria-derived antigens 

nd various pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs, like 

ipopolysaccharide, lipoprotein, peptidoglycan, etc.) [118] . The par- 

iculate nature and substantial presence of PAMPs as innate com- 

osition grant OMVs intrinsic immunostimulatory properties. Fur- 

hermore, their capacity to accumulate in lymph nodes (due to 

heir small size) and their manufacturing scalability (via bacterial 

ermentation), make OMVs attractive candidates as vaccine vectors 

hat can stimulate humoral immunity [119] . The research group led 

y Dr. Guangjun Nie, through their innovative studies and cutting- 

dge approaches, has made significant contributions to exploring 

acterial OMVs in cancer immunotherapy. 

In their initial work, the group combined genetic engineering 

ith “Plug-and-Display” technology to yield bioengineered bacte- 

ial OMVs that can serve as a versatile antigen display platform 

or tumor vaccination. By utilizing the C-terminal of Cytolysin A 

a surface scaffold protein) as an anchor site, the authors success- 

ully displayed exogenous tumor antigens on OMVs’ surface. De- 

ivery of tumor antigen with self-adjuvating OMVs can impart a 
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Fig. 8. Cell-derived Bio-engineered Systems for Cancer Immunotherapy. (A) HELA-Exo as an in-situ DC-primed vaccine for breast cancer. Here, sub-figure (i) depicts the 

schematic illustration of preparing drug-loaded HELA-Exo from genetically engineered MDA-MB-231 cells. Sub-figure (ii) shows its representative TEM image. Scale bar, 

100 nm. Sub-figure (iii) depicts the change in tumor volume in response to HELA-Exo treatment (vs. control). Sub-figure (iv) shows the HELA-Exo-induced intratumoral 

accumulation of cDC1s/CD8 + T cells in Balb/c mice with orthotopic breast cancer. (B) Schematic of OMV platform engineering and vaccine preparation. (C) Erythrocyte- 

cancer cell hybrid membrane camouflaged pH-responsive copolymer micelle to target TAMs for cancer immunotherapy. Here, sub-figure (i) shows a schematical overview of 

the preparation of DH@ECm. Sub-figure (ii) TEM images of DH@ECm, Scale bar, 200 nm. Sub-figure (iii) shows the particle size variation of DH@ECm (vs. uncoated control) 

in different pH. Sub-figure (iv) represents the tumor inhibition rate with corresponding tumor images (of different formulations). Sub-figure (v) represents the survival rate 

of different formulation groups. Adapted with permission from [117] (Copyright 2022, Springer Nature), [121] (Copyright 2022, Elsevier), and [131] (Copyright 2020, Elsevier), 

respectively. 
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obust antigen-specific anti-tumor immune response on account 

f rapid antigen display combined with efficient antigen process- 

ng and presentation to DCs. The use of “Plug-and-Display” tech- 

ology allows the vector and antigen to be synthesized sepa- 

ately, requiring only a simple combination procedure before im- 

unization. The authors hypothesized that such modular design 

llows the establishment of a neoantigen library in advance, from 

hich appropriate antigen combinations can be selected based on 

se scenario, which may reduce the production time and real- 

ze the bedside preparation of tumor vaccines for individual pa- 

ients in the future [120] . Taking this platform further, OMVs dec- 

rated with DC-targeting αDEC205 antibody (OMV-DEC) were re- 

orted. It is commonly observed that strong immune adjuvants in 

ny nanoparticle-mediated vaccination platform cause rapid mat- 

ration of DCs, thereby limiting their uptake capacity and subse- 

uent generation of an antigen-specific immune response, a phe- 

omenon called “maturation-induced uptake obstruction” (MUO). 

or OMVs, the MUO phenomenon is very critical due to the pres- 

nce of TLR4 on DCs surface that gets activated by lipopolysaccha- 

ides (during DC recognition and uptake). To overcome this, the Fc 

ragment of antibody for αDEC205 (a type I C-type lectin recep- 

or that is highly expressed on the DCs surface) was conjugated 

ith OMVs isolated from genetically engineered bacteria that ex- 

ressed Cytolysin A fused with domain B of Staphylococcal pro- 

ein A ( Fig. 8 b). αDEC205 antibody endowed OMVs with an ec- 

opic uptake pathway, independent of the maturation state. This 

esulted in greater uptake of OMVs by DCs, leading to increased 

ntigen presentation and subsequent CTL and memory T cell acti- 

ation, ultimately efficiently impeding metastasis in a pulmonary 

elanoma model [121] . In a recent study, the group reported an 

MV-based controllable two-way adaptor platform, in which a 

D47 nanobody is fused onto OMV surface, with the outer sur- 

ace PEG layer containing di-selenide bonds to form PEG/Se@OMV- 

D47nb. The surface PEG/Se layer endows the nanoparticles with 

adiation-triggered controlled release of OMV-CD47nb, mitigating 

he side effects observed from the intravenous injection of naked 

MVs and enabling the precise release of OMV-CD47nb at the tu- 

or site, thereby increasing the safety window of intravenous in- 

ection of OMV-based formulations. As a two-way adaptor, OMV- 

D47 simultaneously binds to both TAMs and tumor cells, inducing 

AM sensitization and CD47 blockade that synergistically promote 

obust phagocytosis of tumor cells by TAMs [122] . 

Cell membranes represent the last major sub-class of cell- 

erived systems. They are primarily employed to grant any ac- 

ompanying nanocarrier system with “biomimetic” properties. The 

ell membrane (composed of phospholipids and glycolipids) is a 

electively permeable barrier that surrounds all living cells, sep- 

rating the internal cellular components from the external envi- 

onment. It plays a crucial role in maintaining the cell’s struc- 

ural integrity and also controls the to-and-fro movement of im- 

ortant molecules/ions. For use in cancer immunotherapy, an ideal 

elivery system must protect the loaded therapeutic cargo from 

ystemic degradation/immune uptake while simultaneously serv- 

ng as a tool for specified in vivo interaction (that indirectly aid 

n targeted cargo release) [123] . In this context, coating nanocar- 

iers with isolated cell membranes works as a simple top-down 

pproach wherein the above-mentioned attributes can be incor- 

orated into any nanocarrier (regardless of its inherent proper- 

ies) without any extensive/complex surface modification. A widely 

sed membrane isolation approach involves incubating the source 

ells with a hypotonic lysis buffer followed by their controlled 

isruption (with a Dounce homogenizer). The resulting cell lysate 

s subjected to differential ultracentrifugation to yield a purified 

ell membrane-rich pellet. Any nanocarrier can be coated by ap- 

ropriate co-extrusion with the membrane fragments [124] . Based 

n the type of source cell, the isolated membrane will possess 
19
unctional surface receptors and cell-specific markers/ligands that 

an modulate the in vivo fate of nanocarriers. For example, can- 

er cell-derived membranes display unique self-targeting towards 

omologous tumor cells (accredited to the presence of Thomsen- 

riedenreich antigens, N-cadherin, and galectin-3 on the cell sur- 

ace), red blood cells and platelet-derived membranes can be used 

o make non-immunogenic stealth carriers as CD47 surface marker 

elp in escaping clearance from the immune system, and mem- 

ranes derived from inflammatory/immune cells have chemotactic 

roperties through which they selectively migrate to the immuno- 

enically active TME [125] . Some recent examples of utilizing cell 

embranes as a biomaterial as discussed below. 

Wu et al. reported an in vitro NK cell activation strategy by 

ncapsulating Fe 3 O 4 @SiO 2 magnetic nanoparticles in tumor cell- 

erived membranes with embedded tumor-specific antigens. Serv- 

ng as an in vitro antigen-presenting platform, the system having 

he presence of cancer-specific antigens on the surface effectively 

timulated NK cells by enhancing the expression of surface activat- 

ng receptors and boosting anti-tumor function through the secre- 

ion of soluble cytotoxic effectors [126] . T cell membranes contain 

everal distinct markers involved in the induction of immune re- 

ponse, including T cell antigen receptors, human leukocyte anti- 

en antigens, and IL receptors. To utilize these characteristics, Li 

t al. developed a TME-responsive (redox-sensitive) platform com- 

osed of a phenylboronic acid-modified T cell membrane that en- 

apsulates a hyaluronic acid/vitamin E succinate/curcumin conju- 

ate (RCM@T). Along with functioning as an outer protective shell, 

he T cell membrane also acts as a PD-1 “antibody” to selectively 

ind the PD-L1 of tumor cells. Upon intravenous administration 

nto the bloodstream, RCM@T accumulates at the tumor site (via 

PR-mediated passive targeting) and in response to the acidic pH 

he platform exerts a “membrane escape effect” which exposes the 

rug-loaded core. In B16 tumor-bearing mice, the authors observed 

hat the presence of T cell membrane fragments led to a substan- 

ial increase in the level of CD8 + T cells and serum cytokines (vs. 

ell membrane-free negative control) [127] . 

While nanocarrier coating with a single membrane can facil- 

tate site-targeting and systemic immune evasion, the use of a 

ybrid membrane coating technique can provide a more versa- 

ile design scheme for delivering immunomodulatory agents. It in- 

olves the use of a composite multifunctional membrane, prepared 

y the fusion of two or more individual membranes that are de- 

ived from unique source cells. Characteristic attributes like pro- 

onged systemic circulation time with minimal immune cell inter- 

ction, as seen in membranes sourced from erythrocytes, platelet, 

r leukocytes, can be combined with the homologous targeting 

bility of cancer cell-derived membranes [128] . Additionally, mem- 

ranes from DCs or bacterial vesicles can be used to exploit their 

djuvant-like properties. Before coating the nanocarriers, individual 

embranes can be fused by subjecting them to repeated freeze- 

hawing, ultrasonic treatment, or by employing microfluidic-based 

echniques [129] . Over the past few years, hybrid membrane tech- 

ology has found some interesting usage in cancer immunother- 

py. With an aim for targeted blockade of the metabolic support of 

AFs to cancer cells, Zang et al. developed a biomimetic nanocar- 

ier comprising solid lipid nanoparticles (loaded with paclitaxel 

nd glycolysis inhibitor PFK15) coated with a hybrid membrane of 

ancer cells and activated fibroblasts. The system can dual-target 

umor cells and CAFs. Owing to glycolysis inhibition, cancer cells 

ost the critical energy supply needed for survival and proliferation 

rom CAFs. The authors also observed an increase in chemosen- 

itivity in cancer cells resulting in optimal antitumor effects. Ad- 

itionally, a reduction in lactate production ameliorated the im- 

unosuppressive nature of TME [130] . Wang et al. designed a hy- 

rid membrane cloaked pH-sensitive micelle (DH@ECm) based on 

BCs and cancer cell membranes for targeted depletion of TAMs. 
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he micellar core consisted of copolymer dextran-grafted-poly his- 

idine loaded with BLZ 945 (a CSF-1 receptor inhibitor). In re- 

ponse to the acidic TME, the system exerted a “membrane es- 

ape effect” to enable recognition and internalization by TAMs (via 

extran-CD206 receptor), followed by in vitro TAMs depletion. In 

T1 tumor-bearing mice, the system efficiently reversed the tumor 

mmune-microenvironment marked by elevation in CD8 + T cells 

evels and a 64.5% tumor inhibition rate ( Fig. 8 c) [131] . In a differ-

nt study, Hou et al. fused macrophage and thylakoid membranes 

o coat hollow mesoporous Prussian blue nanoparticles with man- 

ose decoration and hydroxychloroquine adsorption. The outer hy- 

rid membrane served multiple purposes. The macrophage-derived 

omponent granted tumor-specific localization and lowered the in 

ivo reticuloendothelial system uptake. The thylakoid-derived com- 

onent helps in alleviating hypoxia (via O 2 generation with mem- 

rane explosion followed by mannose ligand exposure in TME). As 

he Prussian blue core degrades, it releases iron ions and hydroxy- 

hloroquine that cumulatively induce M2-type macrophages to dif- 

erentiate into M1-type [132] . 

. Biomaterial-mediated immune modulation 

.1. Immunogenic modulation of DCs 

DCs, the most powerful APCs, are critically involved in regulat- 

ng humoral and cellular immune responses. Considering their po- 

ential, great effort s have been made to utilize biomaterial-based 

latforms to engineer DCs for use in cancer immunotherapy [133] . 

he majority of this research focuses on the development of im- 

lantable or injectable systems to positively modulate DCs (by en- 

ancing their functional abilities, promoting endogenous DC re- 

ruitment, or circumventing the TME to facilitate systemic anti- 

umor immunity) ( Fig. 9 a) [134] . By using biomaterials, pill-sized 

caffolds (loaded with multiple immune adjuvants, biological fac- 

ors, or cellular components) can be designed for implantation at 

he tumor site (via a minor surgical procedure). Based on their ma- 

rix porosity, such scaffolds enable control over the release profile 

f entrapped bioactive agents, which can be tailored to recruit im- 

une cells within the immediate vicinity [135] . PLG, due to its fa- 

orable attributes (like biocompatibility, tailorable rate of biodegra- 

ation, and ease of chemical modification) has been extensively 

mployed as an implantable scaffold [136] . 

Ali et al. explored PLG to fabricate brain implants to counter in- 

racranial glioma. The macroporous structure of the polymeric im- 

lant produced a sequential release of the adjuvant loaded. Based 

n their molecular size, GM-CSF releases first, which helps re- 

ruit DCs. Eventually, these DCs undergo immune activation when 

he scaffold subsequently releases CpG and immunogenic tumor 

ysate. Direct implantation in brain tissue resulted in 90% long- 

erm survival ( > 100 days) of rats bearing intracranial glioma tu- 

ors ( Fig. 9 b) [137] . To address some drawbacks of polymeric 

mplants (like an obligation for surgical procedure and use lim- 

ted to peritumoral insertions), injectable immunotherapeutic sys- 

ems based on hydrogel/cryogels have come into the picture. These 

in situ ” self-assembling systems are far less invasive than im- 

lants, hence eliminating any unwanted tissue damage associated 

ith surgical insertion. Their viscoelastic nature allows for better 

ccupation within/around biological tissues, which directly con- 

ributes to better interaction with tumors [138] . Injectable Cryo- 

el/Hydrogel platforms based on alginate have been extensively 

tudied by the Mooney lab and others [ 139 , 140 ]. 

Apart from the implant/injectable systems, a feasible yet ef- 

ective approach for direct targeting of DCs involves the use of 

Ps with ligands that can selectively interact with the diverse 

C-specific surface-expressed receptors (like CD40, CD11c, man- 

ose receptors, Fc receptors, TNF- α family receptor, and the C- 
20 
ype lectin receptor family) [141] . In a first-of-its-kind comparative 

tudy, Cruz et al. designed ovalbumin and TLR-3/7 loaded PEGy- 

ated polymeric NPs decorated with different antibodies specific to 

Cs surface receptors to establish optimal targets to achieve DC- 

pecific delivery ( Fig. 10 a). All surface targets were evaluated based 

n their efficiency in activating DC and elicit a potent CD8 + T cell 

esponse. Compared to non-targeted NPs, all antibody-decorated 

Ps showed efficient targeting and internalization by DC. Amongst 

ll receptors, CD40-targeting led to a small but significantly better 

inding and uptake capacity with the highest production of IL-12 

nder experimental in vitro conditions. The study also emphasized 

hat the type and potency of loaded immune adjuvants are as im- 

ortant as the selection of targeting ligands in achieving robust DC 

ctivation and subsequent T cell response [142] . In a recent study, 

atanabe et al. reported the development of a new synthetic ad- 

uvant containing a liposome conjugated with a DC-targeting Toll- 

ike-receptor ligand and a pH-sensitive polymer for enhancing the 

ross-presentation of co-delivered tumor antigen. Surface modifi- 

ation with TLR2 ligand and CD11c-binding proteins contributes to 

nhanced incorporation within DCs. The pH-sensitive polymer re- 

eases the loaded tumor antigen upon exposure to low pH (during 

Cs uptake). Immunization of tumor-bearing mice with the system 

ignificantly enhanced antigen-specific cytotoxicity with complete 

umor remission. Additionally, vaccination significantly enhanced 

ytotoxicity, targeting not only the vaccinated antigen but also the 

ther antigens of the tumor cell [143] . 

.2. Targeting Main Immune Components within Immunosuppressive 

ME 

As discussed previously, TAMs, MDSCs, and Treg cells are the 

hree pivotal immune cells that produce an immunosuppressed 

ME. For targeting the TME, the design of any biomaterial-based 

latform should take into consideration the spatial and temporal 

attern of immune adjuvant delivery so that their therapeutic ef- 

ect can be maximized. For successful targeting of TAMs, MDSCs, 

r Tregs, an important step for any delivery platform is evading 

psonization and removal by the reticuloendothelial system (RES). 

his can be achieved by precisely controlling the size distribution 

rofile or by PEG modification. Next, intracellular delivery of im- 

une adjuvants in a bioactive state is critical. This can be achieved 

y using lipid or polymers-based carriers that respond to low pH 

nd undergo endosomal escape. Lastly, control over the temporal 

atterns can be achieved by finetuning system parameters like ad- 

uvant loading technique, degradability of components, and overall 

ystem physiochemical properties. The following section provides a 

rief overview of targeting avenues pertaining to TME constituents. 

.2.1. Reprogramming tumor-associated macrophages 

As a biological response to cancer-associated cytokines, mono- 

ytes in the TME differentiate into M2 macrophages. Unlike their 

1 counterparts, which play an antitumor role (by releasing nitric 

xide, ROS, and TNF and by secreting pro-inflammatory cytokines, 

ike IL-1 and IL-2), M2-polarized macrophages produce high lev- 

ls of pro-tumorigenic chemical intermediates like IL-6, IL-4, IL- 

0, VEGF, and TGF- β that aid in tumor angiogenesis and suppres- 

ion of adaptive immune responses, resulting in tumor growth and 

urvival [144] . Hence, therapeutic interventions to repolarize M2 

acrophages provide a lucrative opportunity to modulate TME di- 

ectly. This has mostly been achieved by targeting TAM-associated 

hemical cues. 

Gunassekaran et al. used M1 macrophage-derived bio- 

ngineered exosomes for suppressing tumor growth by re- 

rogramming TAMs into M1-like macrophages exploiting the 

verexpressed IL-4 receptors as the delivery target. The exosomes 
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Fig. 9. (A) Schematic describing the process of DCs maturation after the subcutaneous implantation or injection of biomaterial-based scaffold loaded with a chemotactic 

agent, an adjuvant, and a source of tumor antigens. (B) PLG-derived brain tissue implant for intracranial glioma tumors. Direct implantation of PLG vaccines within brain 

tissue produced significant GM-CSF gradients for prolonged periods, which was not detected after implantation in resection cavities. The vaccination efficacy correlates with 

GM-CSF gradient formation, as evident from the survival outcome of rats bearing intracranial glioma tumors. Adapted with permission from [134] (Copyright 2019, Springer 

Nature) and [137] (Copyright 2011, Elsevier), respectively. 
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transfected with NF- κB p50 siRNA and miR-511–3p) were surface- 

odified with IL4R-binding peptides. Systemic administration of 

he engineered exosomes showed effective TAM targeting with 

educed tumor growth, downregulated target genes, and decreased 

evels of M2 cytokines [145] . Huang et al. employed galactosy- 

ated cationic dextran polymer (that can selectively bind with 

acrophage galactose-type lectin receptors expressed by TAMs) to 

abricate a stable nano-complex composed of pH-sensitive PEG- 

istidine-modified alginate for co-delivery of CpG ODN, anti-IL-10 

DN, and anti-IL-10RA ODN ( Fig. 10 b). After tail vein adminis- 

ration, the complex showed localized accumulation in F4/80 + 

acrophages. TAMs phenotype reversal was characterized by 

uppressed expression of IL-10 and IL-10 receptors. Alternatively, 

he expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and M2-like genes 

as significantly increased [146] . 

.2.2. Modulating myeloid-derived suppressor cells 

MDSCs can be described as a heterogenous immature myeloid 

ell (IMC) population located within the TME that undergoes tran- 

criptional activation and differentiation in response to chronic 

xposure to tumor-associated pro-inflammatory cytokines. In hu- 
21 
ans, the MDSCs can be distinguished based on various myeloid 

ell markers like CD11b + , CD33 + , HLA-DR 

low/ −, and negative for 

ineage-specific antigens [147] . MDSCs can be modulated by several 

pproaches, which include blocking their development into mature 

ells, differentiating MDSCs into a non-suppressive immune state, 

r depleting/inhibiting the immunosuppressive functions [148] . 

iomaterials can be utilized to facilitate the targeted/controlled re- 

ease of immune modulators to achieve therapeutic goals using the 

bove-mentioned approaches. 

Sasso et al. reported monocytic MDSCs (a subset of MDSCs) tar- 

eted PEGylated lipid nano-capsules loaded with lauroyl-modified 

emcitabine (termed GemC12-LNCs) for cancer immunotherapy. In 

ice bearing lymphoma and melanoma, the subcutaneous admin- 

stration of GemC12-LNCs resulted in a significant reduction in 

o-MDSCs infiltrating into the spleen and tumor (in compari- 

on with free gemcitabine). Unlike other immune cells, monocytic 

ells displayed substantial uptake of fluorochrome-labeled LNCs (in 

umor-bearing mice as well as blood samples from healthy donors/ 

elanoma patients). Low-dose treatment with GemC12-LNCs at- 

enuated tumor-associated immunosuppression and enhanced the 

herapeutic efficacy of adoptive T cell therapy [149] . In a similar 
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Fig. 10. Biomaterial-mediated Immune Targeting. (A) Schematic representation of PLGA NP vaccines targeting DC-specific receptors on mouse DCs along with TEM image. (B) 

pH-sensitive nano-complex composed of galactosylated cationic dextran polymer for selective binding with macrophage galactose-type lectin receptors expressed by TAMs. 

Here, sub-figure (i) provides a schematic overview of the platform’s mechanism of functioning. Sub-figure (ii) shows the fluorescence imaging of the tumor at 6 h after 

Cy 5.5-labeled ODN administration, highlighting tumor-specific localization. Sub-figure (iii) shows the comparison of TAMs vs. non-TAM cells for ODN uptake. (C) Porous 

collagen/HA scaffold for co-delivery of R848, DOX, and ICB molecules ( αPDL1/ αPD1 antibodies) to induce an immunogenic tumor phenotype resulting in an enhanced 

ICB response. Here, sub-figure (i) shows the images from SEM analysis highlighting the morphology and corresponding pore size of collagen/HA scaffolds prepared using 

different collagen:HA ratios. Sub-figure (ii) shows the scaffold induced the polarization of MDSCs into tumoricidal APCs. Surface markers associated with DCs (CD11c + ) and 

macrophages (F4/80 + ) were quantified via flow cytometry, whereas the production of the proinflammatory cytokines (IL-12 and IL was analyzed by ELISA. Adapted with 

permission from [142] (Copyright 2014, Elsevier), [146] (Copyright 2012, Elsevier), and [150] (Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH), respectively. 
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tudy, Phuengkham et al. utilized a porous collagen/HA scaffold to 

abricate cryogel co-loaded with resiquimod (within PLGA nanocar- 

iers), DOX, and ICD inducers ( αPDL1/ αPD1 antibodies) to polarize 

DSCs into anti-tumor APCs, while simultaneously serving as in 

itu cancer vaccine ( Fig. 10 c). By employing ice crystals during the 

rosslinking process, the authors achieved nano-sized pores that 

llowed the spatiotemporal modulation of TME by providing tu- 

or localized and sustained release of immunomodulatory pay- 

oad. The scaffold barred tumor recurrence and metastasis while 

rolonging long-term post-surgery survival in multiple murine tu- 
C

22 
or models, attributable to the robust elimination of MDSCs and 

AMs [150] . 

.2.3. Selective elimination of Tregs 

With increased understanding regarding the role of intratumor 

regs and their effect on TME, approaches that can selectively 

eplete them are being explored for effective immunotherapy. 

ithin the TME, Tregs possess some selective cell surfaces mark- 

rs like CD15s, CD25, CD39, Cd103, CTLA-4, GITR, OX40, CCR4, and 

CR8, which can be used to target them [151] . Apart from these 
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ell markers, Tregs secrete several molecules/enzymes involved 

n maintaining the immunosuppressive TME like granzymes, per- 

orins, Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), TGF- β , IL-10, and CTLA- 

, which provide additional targeting avenues [152] . Along with 

nhancing the therapeutic outcomes, targeting helps in differenti- 

ting tumor-infiltrating Tregs from other Tregs important for their 

utoimmune role. Sacchetti et al. reported a PEG-modified SWCNT 

ecorated with DTA-1 (mAb for anti-glucocorticoid-induced TNFR- 

elated receptor, i.e., GITR) for targeting intra-tumoral Tregs. DTA- 

 conjugation provides selective uptake into the cytoplasm of 

ntra-tumoral Tregs (due to GITR overexpression) in comparison 

o non-Splenic Tregs. High Tregs infiltration within the TME indi- 

ectly helped in the tumoral localization of the PEG-SWCNTs plat- 

orm [153] . Preceding studies have reported that indoleamine 2,3–

ioxygenase (IDO) can increase the proliferation of Tregs [154] . To 

xploit this, Feng et al. employed TME-activatable PEGylated poly- 

eric micelles containing Oxiplatin (a platinum-based anticancer 

rug) and NLG-919 (a potent IDO inhibitor). In response to acidic 

umor pH, the PEG shell undergoes cleavage, causing a negative 

o positive charge shift on NP’s surface. This helped in enhanced 

umor accumulation followed by Oxiplatin mediated infiltration of 

ytotoxic T lymphocytes and NLG-919 mediated downregulates of 

DO (causing a significant decrease in the Tregs population) [155] . 

.3. Other immunomodulatory avenues 

.3.1. Artificial antigen-presenting cells (aAPCs) 

aAPCs are bioengineered constructs that facilitate the activa- 

ion and expansion of T cells. It functions by mimicking the in- 

eraction between biological APCs and T cells via presenting pro- 

ein signals conjugated on their surface to stimulate T cells [156] . 

onjugation of aAPCs with signals 1, 2, and 3 for antigen presen- 

ation, co-stimulation, and cytokine release, respectively, activates 

 cells. In signal 1, MHC of APC binds to T cell for antigen speci-

city. aAPCs bears antibodies to stimulate CD3T cells, leading to 

igation of the TCR complex to trigger activation signaling within 

 cells [157] . The co-stimulatory signals constitute signal 2, whose 

olecules are upregulated on APCs, required for complete activa- 

ion of T cell. Most aAPCs employ antibodies against CD28 as a 

o-stimulatory molecule [158] . Signal 3 involves the expansion and 

ifferentiation of T cells via the production and secretion of cy- 

okines from APCs or T cells [159] . Steenblock et al. showed that 

here was a 3-4 fold increase in T cell expansion with IL-2 secreted 

rom aAPCs compared to the equivalent amount of exogenous IL-2, 

hile IL-7, IL-15, and IL-21 are few other cytokines that promote 

he better expansion of T cells [160] . 

Based on the synthetic and biomimetic biomaterials, aAPCs 

ave been divided into: 

i) Lipid-based aAPCs: CD4 + T cells were activated in vitro by 

Prakken et al. using MHC containing liposome which was fol- 

lowed by T cell proliferation and IL-2 secretion. The MHC- 

peptide complex gets pre-clustered on the membrane mi- 

crodomain of APC even in absence of T cells for their enhanced 

activation [161] . Based on this, Ding et al. designed RAFTsomes, 

liposomes with membrane microdomains enriched with MHC 

complex-epitope, to stimulate the proliferation of CD4 + T cells 

[162] . Based on similar results, ex vivo stimulation of human 

polyclonal T cells was performed by Giannoni et al. , where an 

artificial bilayer membrane was designed with microdomains 

of T cell ligands. Compared to soluble tetramers or uniformly 

distributed MHC on the artificial membrane, the pre-clustered 

MHC molecules triggered higher activation of T cells [163] . In 

a subsequent study, the same group achieved efficient interac- 

tion between T cells and aAPCs by incorporating an adhesive 

molecule, anti-LFA-1, in the microdomain, together with pre- 
23 
clustered anti-CD28 and anti-CD3 antibodies. Higher expansion 

of polyclonal T cells was achieved along with in vitro activation 

of antigen-specific T cells [164] . 

ii) Polymeric aAPCS: One of the earliest use of polymers to de- 

velop aAPCs were reported by Steenblock et al. where the au- 

thors reported efficient mimicking of physiological antigen pre- 

sentation on a biodegradable microparticle constructed from 

PLGA. The microparticle core encapsulated IL-2 while the sur- 

face was equipped with various recognition and co-stimulatory 

ligands (anti-CD3, anti-CD28 antibodies, and peptide-MHC com- 

plex). The platform facilitated efficient polyclonal and antigen- 

specific T cell stimulation and expansion, by demonstrating that 

sustained release of IL-2 in the vicinity of T cell significantly 

improves the stimulatory capacity of these acellular systems 

(vs. exogenous addition of cytokine). A stable presentation of 

the surface ligand was observed for 20 days with a 45-fold en- 

hancement in T cell expansion [165] . As natural APCs are not 

spherical, the shape of aAPCs is considered an important factor 

for the activation of T cells. Non-spherical PLGA-microparticles 

with increased contact area were designed to serve the purpose 

by Meyer et al. Their study showed that aAPCs with ellipsoidal 

shape showed higher in vitro T cell proliferation compared to 

spherical microparticles. When used in animal models, the el- 

lipsoidal shape showed resistance to hepatic/splenic elimination 

which enhanced their pharmacokinetic properties. Compared to 

previously reported spherical aAPCs, their system generated a 

stronger immune response at an overall reduced protein dose 

[166] . 

ii) Inorganic aAPCs: Ex vivo expansion of T cells has been per- 

formed by synthetic aAPCs with superparamagnetic compo- 

nents, such as magnetic particles, for separation from cells by 

an external magnetic field. Levine et al. covalently linked mag- 

netic beads to anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 mAbs for in vitro ex- 

pansion of CD4 + T cells. Similar platforms for the ex vivo ex- 

pansion of T cells later entered clinical trials [ 167 , 168 ]. Re- 

cently, Perica et al. used magnetic nano-aAPCs for binding to 

TCR which aggregated upon administration of a magnetic field, 

leading to TCR clustering and an increase in the expansion of 

T cells. Besides, the property of magnetic clustering can be 

combined with the direct trafficking of magnetic particles and 

particle-labeled cells in vivo [169] . Lee et al. reported Janus par- 

ticles (having integration of two or more chemically discrepant 

composites into one structural system) that were magnetically 

responsive on one hemisphere and stimulatory to T cells on 

the other side. By manipulating the rotation and locomotion 

of Janus particles under an external magnetic field, the authors 

controlled the orientation of the particle-cell recognition and 

thereby the initiation of T cell activation [170] . 

.3.2. Selective depletion of cancer-associated fibroblasts 

Under normal circumstances, the fibroblasts (predominant cells 

f the stroma) secrete ECM, which provides a barrier against the 

dvancement of cancer. The fibroblast cells, once ensconced in 

he TME, differentiate into proto-myofibroblasts, characterized by 

tress fibers. The mechanical tension generated in the ECM by 

roto-myofibroblasts activates TGF- β1, causing differentiation into 

yofibroblasts [171] . Identification of these myofibroblasts or CAFs 

re marked by the expression of alpha-smooth muscle actin ( α- 

MA) [172] . The stromal cells transform into CAF cells in pres- 

nce of growth factors (VEGF and stromal-derived factor 1 (SDF- 

)) and cytokines (IL-6 and TGF- β). The secretion of growth fac- 

ors and cytokines and the expression of their respective receptors 

n CAFs augments angiogenesis, chemoresistance, tumor invasion 

nd migration, and immune evasion [173] . The hypoxic condition 

nd presence of ROS within the TME also abate this transforma- 

ion [174] . The cellular origins of CAFs are illustrated in Fig. 11 .
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Fig. 11. Cellular origins of CAFs. Various processes can lead to the formation of CAFs from different cell types. Epithelial cells, through EMT transition, form CAF cells. 

Pericyte, smooth muscle, and adipocyte under transdifferentiation. Endothelial cells and mesenchymal cells in the presence of SDF- α and TGF- β , respectively, forms CAF. The 

normal fibroblast, known to inhibit tumors, in the presence of GFR, cytokines, hypoxia, certain miRNAs, or through an epigenetic switch, transforms to CAFs. Adapted with 

permission from [180] (Copyright 2021, Frontiers Media). 
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ancer cells can induce the expression of inflammatory genes in 

ormal fibroblasts through microRNAs (miRNAs) [175] . Exosomal 

elivery of miRNAs to target cells ensures the transformation of 

oth local and distant fibroblasts. Fang et al. demonstrated the de- 

ivery of miRNA-1247 to fibroblasts via exosome in lung carcinoma. 

his brought about a transformation in the fibroblasts, promoting 

etastasis [176] . The switch from normal fibroblasts to CAFs is en- 

orsed by several epigenetic regulators. Albrengues et al. showed 

hat leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), a member of the IL-6 super- 

amily, is one of the key contributors that initiates this epigenetic 

witch. This is followed by the activation of the JAK-STAT pathway 

hich enhances the invasive behavior of the tumor [177] . Other 

ells, such as pericytes and adipocytes, can also be transformed 

nto CAF cells through trans-differentiation [ 178 , 179 ]. 

Recent studies have highlighted that CAFs are heterogeneous, 

nd α-SMA represents a subset of CAFs in the stromal cell popu- 

ation. Other CAF markers include PDGF receptor, fibroblast activa- 

ion protein (FAP), podoplanin, meflin, and fibroblast-specific pro- 

ein 1 (FSP-1). Independent researchers have identified two sub- 

opulations of CAFs in pancreatic and other cancers. Myofibrotic 

AFs (MyCAFs) are α-SMA expressing populations found residing 

ithin the tumor, while CXCL-12 and IL-6 expressing inflamma- 

ory fibroblasts (iCAFs) are found at the edge of the tumor nest 

181] . As cancer progresses, CAFs secrete collagen, α-smooth mus- 

le actin, fibronectin, and other proteins that alter the architec- 

ure ECM, which now helps in cancer sustenance. This brings about 
m

24 
hanges in the morphology of cancer cells, making them metastatic 

182] . 

In recent years, biological hallmarks of CAFs have been explored 

o design nano-therapeutics to remodel the cancer TME and im- 

rove the therapeutic efficacy of chemotherapy. CAFs restrict the 

enetration of drugs in the tumor tissues by synthesizing and re- 

odeling the ECM and maintaining a high tumor interstitial fluid 

ressure. Therapeutic strategies to eradicate CAFs could lead to the 

eduction of collagen in the ECM, resulting in improved drug dif- 

usion and accumulation [183] . FAP can be exploited for specific 

argeting and drug delivery. Some researchers have constructed 

eptide-based NPs loaded with FAP- α antibodies to deliver siRNA 

o CAF cells. The nanoparticle system has been used in the TME 

f prostate cancer to downregulate the expression of CXCL12 in 

AFs, which restricted the migration and invasion of tumor cells 

nd significantly inhibited angiogenesis [184] . In a triple-negative 

urine breast cancer model, an angiotensin inhibitor, losartan, as- 

embled with C16-N peptide hydrogel, was injected to inhibit the 

ynthesis of collagen I by CAF [185] . The sustained release of the 

rug acted locally and enhanced the intratumoral penetration and 

ccumulation of PEGylated DOX-loaded liposomes, which were ad- 

inistered as a combination therapy. Unlike single chemotherapy, 

16-N/losartan together disrupted the CAF-controlled ECM to im- 

rove drug delivery, thereby suppressing primary tumor growth 

nd its metastasis. CAF-destroying NPs have been used to selec- 

ively target CAF cells with chemotherapeutic drugs. For the treat- 

ent of prostate cancer, Ji et al. synthesized a dual-acting nanopar- 
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(i
icle that targets CAFs and enhances the cell penetration capability 

or improved drug delivery [186] . The nanoparticle comprises an 

mphiphilic cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) (C2KKG2R9) linked to 

 cholesterol monomer by a hydrophilic tail. This CPP-cholesterol 

oiety self-assembles into a core-shell peptide nanoparticle (PNP). 

his PNP is loaded with the anti-cancer drug DOX (PNP-D), which 

s modified with an anti-FAP monoclonal antibody to recognize and 

arget CAFs. Recently, a peptide (C16-GNNQQNYKD-OH) has been 

ynthesized that self-assemble into long filaments to form a hy- 

rogel, entrapping losartan molecules. In the triple-negative breast 

ancer model, intratumor injection of this hydrogel inhibited the 

AF-mediated synthesis of collagen I. The therapeutic efficacy was 

nhanced when combined with a chemotherapeutic drug [187] . 

.3.3. Targeted delivery to tumor-draining lymph nodes 

The metastatic spread of cancer from the primary tumor site to 

ymph nodes and distant organs involves many complex processes. 

he sentinel lymph node receives the first lymphatic drainage and 

onstitutes the first line of defense against the metastatic spread 

y initiating an anti-tumor immune response. The presence of can- 

er cells in tumor-draining lymph nodes (TDLN) is a key prog- 

ostic factor in many malignancies [188] . For example, in oral or 

ervical cancer, lymphadenectomy provides overall survival ben- 

fits, whereas no such result is obtained in breast cancer and 

elanoma [ 189 , 190 ]. In recent years, it has been clear that for

CB to work, there should be a sufficient number of infiltrating 

 cells in the tumor site. In the TDLN, tumor-specific T cell re- 

ponses are initiated when APCs present tumor-specific neoanti- 

ens to CD8 + T cells for their effective priming [191] . In cancer, 

umor-derived factors such as TGF- β , IL-6, VEGF, prostaglandins- 

2, and extracellular vesicles, modify the function of TDLN. This 

esults in the suppression of DC and activation of macrophages to 

he M2-phenotype, which prevents the cross-presentation of tu- 

or antigens in TDLN [192] . Other alterations include an increase 

n lymphangiogenesis, remodeling of blood vessels, and increase 

n the secretion of cytokines and chemokines, which ultimately 

hanges the composition and functioning of immune cells to cre- 

te a “tumor-supportive” microenvironment or a “pre-metastatic 

iche”. Moreover, within the TDLN itself, tumor cells downregu- 

ate MHC-I molecules and upregulate immunosuppressive ligands 

o evade immune surveillance, eventually leading to metastatic 

rowth [193] . Thus, for effective tumor-specific T cell response and 

revention of metastatic spread, immune modulation of TDLN is 

equired. 

It has been observed that only a small fraction of systemically 

dministered drugs reach TDLN. Immune-modulating agents ap- 

lied locally, may be more effective in counteracting anti-tumor 

mmune response in TDLN. Direct lymph node injection has been 

roposed for immunotherapeutic applications; however, it requires 

recise invasive surgical manipulations and involves a possibility 

f causing T cell sequestration/exhaustion at the injection site (in- 

tead of the desired systemic T cell response), rendering it unsuit- 

ble for the majority of biomaterial-based use scenarios. Lymph 

odes have a continuous flow of lymph that is drained for the 

eriphery. By incorporating biomaterial design principles that take 

dvantage of interstitial flow (present in peripheral lymphatic cap- 

llary) and decreasing pressure gradient, facile strategies in the 

orm of nano-/micro-particulate platforms can be crafted that can 

ffectively reach the TDLNs after systemic injection [194] . 

Key physicochemical attributes that govern TDLN targeting can 

e categorized into: 

i) Size and shape: Particle size was one of the first investigated 

parameters for optimizing lymphatic targeting. Besides being 

an important determinant of many vital in vivo processes (like 

biodistribution, lymphatic uptake, and immune cell interaction), 
25 
particle size can be effortlessly controlled by optimizing the 

method of preparation or changing the material used in the 

synthesis of the same, thus making it one of the most widely 

studied biomaterial attribute. Based on the findings of mul- 

tiple extensive studies, it is now known that a lower hydro- 

dynamic diameter favors transport to TDLNs [195] . Using flu- 

orescent polypropylene sulfide NPs (size ranging from 20 to 

100 nm), Reddy et al. showed that particles with size < 50 nm 

can exploit lymphatic drainage and are readily transported to 

lymph nodes where they are processed by immature DCs (vs. 

larger 100 nm NPs). The conjugation of these NPs to ovalbumin 

(model antigen) triggered the humoral and cellular immune re- 

sponse in mice in a size-dependent manner [196] . By employ- 

ing contrast agent-tagged dendrimers, Kobayashi et al. deter- 

mined that there exists a lower size limit for preferential lym- 

phatic drainage targeting. Below 8 nm, NPs pass through the 

endothelial cell junctions and get drained into the blood via ab- 

sorption into capillary beds [197] . Upon reaching the TDLNs, the 

shape of NPs determines their extent of being recognized and 

internalized by macrophages. If the angle of contact between 

the particle and macrophage is small, the macrophage mem- 

brane forms an actin cup and ring structure that aids in parti- 

cle internalization. But with a larger contact angle, the energy 

required to form the actin cup increases substantially which 

limits phagocytosis [198] . For sub-micron particles, the rate of 

shape-dependent internalization is in the order of disc-shape > 

spheroid > rod-shaped [199] . 

ii) Surface charge: The influence of charge is a contentious topic 

as a negative (anionic) surface charge favors higher lymphatic 

uptake and enhanced lymph node retention whereas positive 

(cationic) charge-baring systems can interact better with im- 

mune cell populations within the TDLNs. As glycosaminogly- 

cans (negatively charged) are the primary constituents of the 

interstitium, any cationic carrier systems will be trapped (by 

aggregating and forming a deposition at the injection site), hin- 

dering their movement toward lymphatic capillaries. On the 

contrary, the presence of a positive surface charge facilitates 

electrostatic binding with APCs resulting in their enhanced in- 

ternalization [200] . It should be noted that the use of cationic 

biomaterials is associated with high cytotoxicity as they can 

lead to non-reversible disruption of negatively charged cell 

membranes [201] . In this context, emphasis can be laid on de- 

veloping smart biomaterials that can maintain a neutral or an- 

ionic charge while traveling through TDLNs and undergo a pre- 

meditated transformation to a cationic charge upon interacting 

with APCs. Such a platform can hold great significance in im- 

proving the efficacy of immunotherapy by promoting antigen 

uptake and ameliorating cytotoxicity [202] . 

ii) Hydrophobicity: In general, hydrophobic systems tend to accu- 

mulate in lymph nodes more efficiently than their hydrophilic 

counterparts due to their ability to interact with the lipid- 

rich environment of the lymphatic system. Systemically admin- 

istered hydrophobic NPs also tend to have longer circulation 

times in the body, which can increase the chances of uptake 

by the lymphatic system [203] . Based on biomaterial class, hy- 

drophobicity can be modulated by using amphiphilic polymers 

with different hydrophobic segments (for polymer-based bio- 

materials), by replacement of component with a more lipophilic 

alternative (for lipid-based biomaterials), or by chemical attach- 

ment/grafting of hydrophobic segments on the particle surface 

(for metal-based or inorganic biomaterials) [204] . Increasing 

the hydrophobicity can also provide immunological benefits by 

modifying the release profile of encapsulated antigens or im- 

mune modulators. 

v) Surface engineering: Active targeting of biomaterials by conju- 

gating their surface with targeting ligands is one of the most 
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Fig. 12. Biomaterial-mediated Targeting of TDLNs. (A) Systemic Targeting of Lymph Node Using Size-Controlled Nanocarriers. Here, sub-figure (i) shows Pt accumulation in 

metastatic lymph nodes and healthy lymph nodes 24 h after injection of oxaliplatin or DACHPt/m (at 5 mg/kg). Sub-figure (ii) shows the micro-distribution of Pt and Fe 

(by μ-SR-XRF) in metastatic lymph nodes 24 h after injection of DACHPt/m (at 20 mg/kg). Sub-figure (iii) shows fluorescence microscopy of metastatic lymph node 24 h 

after co-injection of fluorescent-labeled 30 nm (green) and 70 nm (red) DACHPt/m (B16F10-GFP metastasis appears in blue and micelles colocalization in yellow) with the 

corresponding ratio of their fluorescence intensity. (B) Mannose-inserted erythrocyte membrane-encapsulated NPs for target APCs in the lymphatic organs. Here, sub-figure 

(i) shows the TEM images of normal PLGA-NPs membrane-encapsulated NPs. Sub-figure (ii) shows the confocal laser scanning microscopy images comparing the extent of 

cell uptake (PLGA-NPs vs. RBC-NPs vs. Man-RBC-NPs) in DC2.4 cells. Adapted with permission from [208] (Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society) and [209] (Copyright 

2015, American Chemical Society), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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straightforward ways to modulate the immune response at a 

cellular level. This strategy facilitates the selective administra- 

tion of immunomodulators to the desired subpopulation of im- 

mune cells, thereby eliminating non-specific toxicity. Each im- 

mune cells possess specific surface receptors that can be ex- 

ploited by using complementary targeting ligands. Some of the 

widely explored targeting ligands are: (a) For macrophage tar- 

geting: Mannose, Hyaluronan, F4/80 antibody fragments [205] , 

(b) For DCs targeting: Antibodies against DEC-205, CD209, 

CD40, and CD11c receptors [206] , (c) To targeted T cells: CD4 

targeting peptides, Antibodies against CD3 and Integrin recep- 

tors [207] . 

Several biomaterial-based platforms that employ the above- 

entioned targeting strategies have been developed. Cabrel et 
26
l. demonstrated that sub-50 nm polymeric micelles (termed 

ACHPt/m) incorporating (1,2-diaminocyclohexane)platinum(II) 

DACHPt, a platinum anticancer drug) could target lymph node 

etastases in a syngeneic melanoma model after systemic injec- 

ion, even after removing the primary tumors, limiting the growth 

f the metastases. By comparing these micelles with clinically 

sed DOX-loaded liposomes (Doxil, size: 80 nm), along with a 70 

m version of the micelles, the authors found that the targeting 

fficiency of the nanocarriers against lymph node metastases is 

ssociated with their size-regulated abilities to extravasate from 

he blood vasculature in metastases and to penetrate within the 

etastatic mass ( Fig. 12 a) [208] . Guo et al. developed erythrocyte- 

embrane-based PLGA NPs encapsulating antigenic peptide 

gp100 MPLA. The authors modified the membrane with mannose 

o actively target APCs in the lymphatic organ. In addition, the 
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Table 4 

Key CSC markers expressed in different human cancers. 

Cancer Type CSC Marker Refs. 

Breast CD24 − , CD44 + , CD133 + , CD166 + , ALDH 

+ , ESA + , EpCAM 

+ [217] 

Cervical CD133 + , CD49f + , CK-17 + [218] 

Colon CD24 + , CD44 + , CD133 + , CD166 + , ALDH 

+ , EpCAM 

+ [219] 

Esophageal CD44 + , ALDH 

+ , Integrin α7 + [220] 

Head & Neck CD44 + , CD133 + , BMI-1 + [221] 

Liver CD24 + , CD44 + , CD49f + , CD90 + , CD133 + , ALDH 

+ , ABCG2 + [222] 

Lung CD44 + , CD87 + , CD90 + , CD133 + , ALDH 

+ , ABCG2 + [223] 

Ovarian CD44 + , CD117 + , CD133 + , ALDH1 + [224] 

Pancreatic CD24 + , CD44 + , CD166 + , ABCG2 + , ALDH 

+ , EpCAM 

+ [225] 

Prostate CD44 + , CD133 + , α2 β1 + , ALDH 

+ , ABCG2 + [226] 

Thyroid CD44 + , CD133 + , ALDH 

+ , SSEA + [227] 
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eptide was conjugation with PLGA NPs via a redox-sensitive 

inkage that undergoes selective cleavage in the intracellular 

ilieu, thereby increasing the anti-tumor immune response. The 

uthors reported the observation of an antigen-depot effect from 

he administration site with enhanced retention in draining lymph 

odes. Compared with other formulations after intradermal injec- 

ion, the platform prolonged tumor-occurring time inhibited tumor 

rowth and suppressed tumor metastasis in various melanoma 

odels ( Fig. 12 b) [209] . Mottas et al. reported the delivery of

mmunostimulatory TLR7 ligands to TDLNs using AuNPs with ap- 

roximately 5 nm hydrodynamic diameter coated with a mixture 

f 1-octanethiol and 11-mercaptoundecanesulfonic acid. The drug 

as loaded without modification through nonspecific adsorption 

nto the shell, taking advantage of its amphiphilic nature. Upon 

ubcutaneous injection into tumor-bearing mice, the drug-loaded 

articles rapidly transported to the TDLNs where they induced a 

ocal immune activation and fostered a cytotoxic T cell response 

hat was specific for the tumor. Prominently, the particle-delivered 

LR7 ligand blocked the growth of large established tumors and 

ignificantly prolonged survival compared to the free form of the 

rug [210] . 

. Targeting cancer stem cells: the next big step in cancer 

mmunotherapy? 

.1. Understanding CSCs 

CSCs (also called stem-like cells or tumor-initiating cells) are a 

iscrete sub-population of cancer cells located within the tumor 

iches. They are characterized by their unique self-renewing abil- 

ty, high tumorgenicity, presence of specific surface markers, and 

esistance to conventional chemotherapy [211] . Towards the end of 

he 20 th century, significant attention was laid to understanding 

nd decoding the mechanisms of tumor heterogeneity. While the 

xistence of CSCs was being continuously hypothesized and de- 

ated, the first experimental evidence was provided in the year 

994 when Lapidot et al. isolated human acute myeloid leukemia 

AML) cells with stem cell marker phenotype, CD34 + /CD38 −. These 

ells, when transplanted to severe combined immune-deficient 

SCID) mice, traveled to the bone marrow and in response to cy- 

okine treatment, proliferated extensively generating a pattern of 

issemination and leukemic cell morphology similar to that seen 

n the original patients [212] . Later in 2003, the presence of CSCs 

n breast cancer was first reported by Al-Hajj et al. [213] . Subse- 

uently, the CSC model has been successfully established for its 

ole in the initiation, progression, and metastasis of almost all 

ther solid tumors [214] . As conventional radio-/chemotherapy is 

nly effective on the tumor bulk, deep-seated and drug-resistant 

SCs are primarily responsible for cancer relapse. From the per- 

pective of CSCs-immunotherapy, efficient targeting can help over- 

ome some of the clinical challenges associated with the long- 
27 
erm maintenance and progression of tumors. The identification 

nd eradication are complicated considering the high plasticity 

f CSCs [215] . They are generally identified/isolated from the to- 

al cell population based on distinctive and specific cell surface 

iomarker expression using various methods like functional as- 

ays (e.g., ALDEFLOUR 

TM , in vitro stem cell aggregates, organoid), 

ide population discrimination assay and fluorescence-activated 

ell sorting (FACS) [216] . Table 4 highlights some key CSC markers 

xpressed in different human cancers. 

Apart from unique CSC markers, targeting of CSCs can also 

e achieved by activating the host immune system against TAAs 

hat are preferentially and exclusively expressed by CSCs. These 

AAs can be categorized into four distinct sub-groups: constitu- 

ively overexpressed tumor antigens (e.g., MUC1 and HER-2 in 

reast cancer; mesothelin in pancreatic cancer; PSMA and TPD52 

n prostate cancer), tumor-activated cancer/testis antigens (e.g., 

AGE, BAGE, GAGE, XAGE, SPANX, NY-ESO1), somatically mu- 

ated tumor antigens (e.g., neoantigens like MUM-1 and CDK4 

n melanoma), and differentiation antigens (e.g., lineage-specific 

arkers like CEA in colon cancer; PSA and PAP in prostate cancer; 

ART-1, Gp100, and Tyrosinase in melanoma) [228] . The following 

art will focus on establishing the need to target CSCs for success- 

ul immunotherapeutic outcomes and the application of biomate- 

ials to achieve CSCs-targeting. 

.2. Significance of CSCs 

Recent breakthroughs in the comprehension of the tumor im- 

une microenvironment have highlighted the significance of the 

mmunological contexture in influencing the therapeutic response 

nd clinical prognosis of patients. A deeper understanding of the 

ulti-directional crosstalk by which CSCs interact and dominate 

mmune cells is of paramount importance for comprehending how 

heir biomaterial-mediated selected targeting and subsequent abla- 

ion can aid in enhancing immunotherapy outcomes. While there 

re several factors determining the response to immunotherapy, 

SCs are considered specifically important as in addition to effi- 

iently avoiding identification by the immune system, they negoti- 

te with immune cells and exploit them to establish an immuno- 

uppressive, pro-tumorigenic niche. Moreover, CSCs thrive in such 

ompromised environments to replenish their stemness features, 

hereby generating supplementary hindrance for immunotherapy 

y boosting tumor formation and progression. The following sec- 

ion delves into the significance of eradicating CSCs and repro- 

ramming the TME (as enabled by biomaterial-based immunomod- 

latory platforms) by briefly highlighting the important CSCs- 

mmune cell interactions that occur at the cellular and molecular 

evel: 

i) CSCs and DCs: TME-associated CSCs inhibit the recruitment of 

DCs to the tumor site, impede their maturation, and stim- 

ulate their differentiation into immunosuppressive subtypes. 
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Table 5 

Existing strategies for the immunotherapeutic targeting of CSCs. The table has been adapted and modified with permis- 

sion from Badrinath et al. [242] (Copyright 2019, MDPI). 

Type of immunotherapy CSCs Targeting approach Cancer model 

Adoptive 

T 

cell 

therapy 

CAR-T cells expressing EpCAM-specific chimeric antigen Prostate Cancer 

CAR-T cells targeting membrane-bound IL-15 Leukemia 

CD8 + T cells specific for ASB4 (CSCs antigen) Colon Cancer 

CIK cells transduced with CAR T- cells against CD123 Leukemia 

CIK cells with NKG2D recognizing ligands Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma 

DC- 

based 

vaccine 

CSC lysate-pulsed DCs Malignant Melanoma 

DCs charged with Panc-1 CSC total lysate Pancreatic Cancer 

DCs loaded with NANOG peptide Ovarian Cancer 

DCs pulsed with ALDH 

high SCC7 specific CSCs Squamous Cell Cancer 

ALDH 

high CSC-pulsed DCs Metastatic Melanoma 

Oncolytic 

virotherapy 

Oncolytic adenovirus targeting CD133 + CSCs Glioblastoma 

Oncolytic vaccinia virus targeting ALDH 

high CSCs Breast Cancer 

Oncolytic vaccinia virus targeting CD44 + /CD117 + CSCs Ovarian Cancer 

Oncolytic measles viruses targeting CD133 + CSCs Hepatocellular Carcinoma 
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CSCs secrete TGF- β or upregulate its signaling that subse- 

quently interferes with DCs antitumor responses via differ- 

ent mechanisms like reduction of mature DCs, enrichment of 

tolerogenic DCs sub-population, or by downregulation of DCs- 

costimulatory molecules. In contrast, these immunosuppressive 

DCs get forced into a feedforward mechanism that triggers a 

chemokine-dependent signaling cascade, boosting the existing 

stemness by enhancing the self-renewing and metastatic prop- 

erties of CSCs [229] . 

ii) CSCs and TAMs: Several studies have established that CSCs al- 

ter the composition of intratumoral macrophages by attract- 

ing M2 macrophages or by inducing the polarization of both 

tissue-resident and recruited macrophages toward an anti- 

inflammatory M2 phenotype (via secretion of cytokines and 

growth factors) [230] . After recruitment to the TME, TAMs are 

deployed as a “niche” to support CSC growth. Infiltrating TAMs, 

by activating the NF- κB signaling pathway, secrete IL-1 β , IL- 

6, IL-10, and TGF- β . These tumor-promoting cytokines bind 

to their receptors, further stimulating STAT3 activation in ad- 

jacent CSCs. This results in a vicious cycle of NF- κB activa- 

tion as well as maintenance of CSCs’ stemness [231] . TAM- 

derived TGF- β further promotes tumor invasion and metastasis 

by producing EpCAM 

+ CSCs through the induction of epithelial- 

to-mesenchymal transition. TAM-induced overexpression of the 

CD47 ligand (involved in binding to signal regulatory proteins 

on phagocytes) protects CSCs from cell-mediated phagocytosis 

[232] . Overall, CSCs-TAM communication generates immuno- 

suppressive TME, which promotes CSCs’ survival and impedes 

immunotherapy’s ability to eradicate the tumor. 

ii) CSCs and MDSCs: As the chief TME constituents that cause im- 

munosuppression, MDSCs are employed as a prognostic indica- 

tor for immunotherapy response and patient survival. They pri- 

marily reduce immunotherapy efficacy by secreting immuno- 

suppressive cytokines and chemokines that complement the 

TME niche. Molecules like arginase-1 and nitric oxide grant 

MDSCs the ability to modulate tumor plasticity and T cell apop- 

tosis [233] . Further, by serving as a middleman for CSCs, MDSCs 

impart immunosuppressive functions to macrophages, NK cells, 

and DCs via crosstalk. CSCs-mediated oncogenic mTOR signal- 

ing is responsible for MDSCs infiltration and accumulation in 

tumor sites [234] . Reciprocally, MDSCs improve the function- 

ality of CSCs via several mechanisms that involve the upreg- 

ulation of transcription factors and the production of tumor- 

supportive simulators that cumulatively increase the expression 

of stemness genes and CSC-associated properties [235] . 

v) CSCs and Tregs: CSCs alter the composition and functional prop- 

erties of tumor-specific effector T cells and promote their ex- 

pansion into pro-tumorigenic regulatory Tregs. CSCs-derived 
28 
PD-L1, TGF- β , and specific chemokines (like CCL1 and CCL22) 

mediate the recruitment and infiltration of Tregs in TME. Sub- 

sequently, Tregs produce IL-17 and Prostaglandin E2 to pro- 

mote self-renewal ability, stem cell markers, and epithelial-to- 

mesenchymal transition toward tumor progression and inva- 

sion. Tregs also guard CSCs from T cell killing by the differenti- 

ation of uncommitted CD4 + T cells into Tregs [236] . 

In addition to the above-mentioned interactions with tumor im- 

une components, CSCs significantly upregulate MHC-I molecules 

nd NK cells-inhibitory ligands through which they escape NK cell- 

ediated clearance [237] . In addition to being highly efficient in 

vading the immune system, CSCs are notoriously chemoresistance. 

heir robust chemoresistance can be attributed to the rapid DNA 

epair ability combined with the localized overexpression of ef- 

ux transporters (particularly ABC transporters) and detoxifying 

nzymes (particularly by enhanced expression of aldehyde dehy- 

rogenases) that work in synchronization to inactivate any exter- 

ally administered chemotherapeutic drugs [238] . As the differen- 

iated tumor cell (that constitute the bulk) are devoid of these 

rug-neutralizing abilities, they undergo apoptosis in response to 

ytotoxic drugs, giving CSCs a survival advantage that can lead to 

umor recurrence (upon the termination of conventional chemo- 

nd radiotherapy treatment). Lastly, by exploiting the ECM pro- 

eins, stroll support cells, blood vessels, and soluble factors that 

xist within the TME niche, CSCs promote rapid tumorigenesis that 

llows it to migrate to distinct sites where they colonize secondary 

umor sites by differentiating into conventional tumor cells [239] . 

 direct product of rapid tumorigenesis is hypoxia, in response 

o which CSCs release various hypoxia-inducible factors that fur- 

her stimulate neo-vascularization within the tumors and at dis- 

ant metastatic sites [240] . 

To summarize, CSCs are the key culprits that reshape the TME 

y attracting immunosuppressive cell subsets and inhibiting effec- 

or T cells. In unison, the immune cells that interact with CSCs get 

ompromised and are exploited by the mechanism discussed above 

o promote CSCs’ harmful attributes like self-renewal, tumorigenic- 

ty, and metastasis. These findings emphasize the unique role of 

SCs and the immense potential that lies in targeting them. Con- 

equently, strategies leading to the targeted elimination of CSCs in 

ddition to immunotherapeutic remodeling of immune cells can 

mprove the clinical outcome for tumor patients. 

.3. Targeting CSCs 

Current immunotherapy-based approaches to target CSCs are 

ainly limited to the use of bioengineered immune cells (like DC- 

ased vaccines, CD8 + T cells, NK cells, cytokine-induced killer (CIK) 
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Fig. 13. Biomaterials-mediated Targeting of CSCs. (A) Adjuvant-loaded high-density lipid-based nano-discs to selectively target and reduce ALDH 

+ CSCs. Here, sub-figure (i) 

provides a schematic overview of vaccination CSCs with nano-discs carrying ALDH epitopes. Sub-figure (ii) shows the representative TEM images of nano-discs. Sub-figure 

(iii) shows the fluorescence intensity of TMR-tagged ALDH-A1 peptides administered to C57BL/6 mice in nano-disc or soluble form. Sub-figure (iv) shows the ALDH-A1- 

specific and ALDH-A3-specific CD8 + T cells response in treated tumor-bearing mice. (B) Anti-CD44-conjugated olive oil liquid nanocapsules for targeting pancreatic CSCs. 

Here, sub-figure (i) provides a schematic representation of αCD44-O 2 LNC with major constituents. Sub-figure (ii) shows the representative DOT PLOTS showcasing the CD44 

surface expression in BxPC-3 human PC cell line (monolayer) and cancer stem-like BxPC3 cells (secondary spheres). Sub-figure (iii) demonstrated the CD44-targeting of 

the developed platform via confocal microscopy images of secondary spheres (scale bar = 10 μm) incubated for 3 h with NR-O 2 LNC and NR- αCD44-O 2 LNC. Sub-figure 

(iv) is a representative image comparing the measured fluorescence of IR-780 iodide delivery via αCD44-O 2 LNC (vs. O 2 LNC and free form). Adapted with permission from 

[245] (Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society) and [252] (Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society), respectively. 
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ells, and γ δ T cells). More recently, oncolytic virotherapy (OVT) is 

merging as a lucrative CSCs immunotherapy strategy. It involves 

he use of viruses that infect and replicate specifically in tumor 

ells causing direct cell lysis (associated with the release of TAAs, 

eoantigens, and DAMPs). The use of genetically modified viruses 

llows the induction of tumor-specific immunogenic cell death, 

hich, when combined with cell lysis can synergize the induction 

f antitumor immunity [241] . Additionally, therapies that employ 

C-based vaccines or OVT in combination with a checkpoint in- 

ibitor (commonly PD-1 inhibitors) with have also been explored. 

 brief overview of various targeting strategies against CSCs has 

een highlighted in Table 5 . 

While the above-mentioned approaches are effective in coun- 

ering CSCs, their clinical feasibility and translation are held back 

y their complexity, low response rates, and poor commercial- 

zation potential. In this context, functionalized biomaterials that 

an target CSC-specific markers (like ALDH, CD44 + , CD90 + ) or 

SC-associated signaling pathways can be potentially explored 

o develop off-the-shelf CSCs targeting immune-therapeutics. Al- 

hough the clinical benefits of eradicating CSCs are highly lucra- 

ive, the domain of biomaterial-based targeted platforms for CSC- 

mmunotherapy is relatively unexplored. Despite this, various ap- 

lications of CSC-targeted chemotherapy have been reported over 

he past few years, which can be extended for immunotherapy if 

he anticancer cargo is to be replaced by suitable immunogenic 

olecules that can modulate CSCs. The subsequent section will 

iscuss the current state-of-the-art CSCs-targeting. 

Aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) has been extensively studied 

s a functional biomarker of CSCs. In humans, the ALDH super- 

amily comprises 19 functional genes (subdivided into 11 families 

nd four subfamilies) that express intracellular enzymes which are 

nvolved in the oxidation of aldehydes [243] . Apart from control- 

ing various differentiation and metabolic pathways (by convert- 

ng retinol to retinoic acid), ALDH serves a protective detoxifying 

ole in CSCs by catabolizing aldehydes derived from pharmacolog- 

cal substrates. Enhanced tumorigenicity and chemoresistance ob- 

erved in many cancers have been linked with high levels of CSC- 

ssociated ALDH activity [244] . H. Najafabadi et al. recently de- 

eloped high-density lipid-based nano-discs (loaded with CpG as 

mmune adjuvant) surface conjugated with ALDH antigen to se- 

ectively target and reduce ALDH 

+ CSCs. The ALDH-A1 and ALDH- 

3 epitope-bearing nano-discs were successful in enhancing anti- 

en trafficking to lymph nodes which resulted in strong ALDH- 

pecific T cell responses. To study the in vivo lymphatic delivery of 

he system, the authors subcutaneously immunized C57BL/6 mice 

ith ALDH-A1 peptide fluorescently tagged with tetramethylrho- 

amine (TMR) in soluble or nano-disc form. The platform resulted 

n a significantly higher TMR signal in inguinal LNs compared with 

he soluble ALDH-A1-TMR group. The nano-discs, when combined 

ith anti-PD-L1 therapy in multiple murine models, generated po- 

ent antitumor efficacy and prolonged animal survival ( Fig. 13 a) 

245] . In a different study, Li et al. reported the use of decitabine, a

NA hypermethylation inhibitor, to overcome the ALDH-mediated 

rug resistance of CSCs. Polymeric NPs composed of biodegrad- 

ble MPEG-b-PLA were loaded with decitabine (NP DAC ) and DOX 

NP DOX ). In vitro studies showed that combination therapy with 

P DAC and NP DOX significantly reduced ALDH 

high CSCs in MDA- 

B-231 mammospheres. Systemic delivery of NP DAC in a murine 

enograft model increased caspase-9 expression, which increased 

he sensitivity of the bulk cancer cells (including CSCs) to DOX 

reatment [246] . 

While a wide variety of CSC-associated CD markers have been 

dentified, CD44 and CD133 remain two of the most explored func- 

ional biomarkers as they are commonly found in various cancer 

ypes. CD44 is a multifunctional transmembrane glycoprotein en- 

oded by the highly conserved CD44 gene [247] . It functions as 
30 
 hyaluronic acid receptor, thereby serving as a signaling plat- 

orm for multiple physiological and pathological functions (in- 

luding cell adhesion, proliferation, growth, and migration) [248] . 

D4 4v, a CD4 4 splice variant (isoform) has been identified to be 

he key regulator of CSCs’ tumorigenic potential [35] . Multiple hu- 

anized IgG1 antibodies that target the extracellular hyaluronic 

cid-binding domain in CD44 isoforms are under advanced clini- 

al trials [249] . CD44 produces IL-17 and IFN- γ while also regu- 

ating the survival and memory development of T helper type 1 

Th1) cells. Hence, CD44 targeting can generate an anti-tumor im- 

une response [250] . Aries et al. reported selective targeting of 

D44 surface receptors on CSCs using multi-functionalized iron ox- 

de MNPs with anti-CD44 antibodies. The platform was used for in- 

racellular delivery of gemcitabine, which was covalently immobi- 

ized on the MNPs surface. Using a CD44-negative non-tumorigenic 

ell line as a control, the authors demonstrated the efficient CD44 

argeting endowed by an anti-CD44 antibody [251] . A recent study 

y Navarro-Marchal et al. reported the use of anti-CD44 antibody 

ovalently coupled to lipid liquid nano-capsules for CSC-targeted 

elivery of lipophilic drugs ( αCD44-O 

2 LNC). The final surface hy- 

rophilicity of the platform favors the appearance of hydration re- 

ulsive forces allowing it to remain colloidally stable in saline so- 

utions and typical cell-culture media. The in vitro results high- 

ight the enhanced targeting activity and receptor-mediated bind- 

ng mechanism of αCD44-O 

2 LNC with CD44 overexpressing pan- 

reatic CSCs that led to roughly 4 times higher delivery of PTX 

hen loaded in αCD44-O 

2 LNC (vs. free PTX). Lastly, the authors 

urther demonstrated the pancreatic CSCs targeting and the non- 

nvasive cell imaging/tracking ability of αCD44-O 

2 LNC using an or- 

hotopic xenotransplant in vivo model ( Fig. 13 b) [252] . 

Originally discovered in human hematopoietic stem cells, CD133 

s localized within the plasma membrane protrusions (e.g., in villi 

nd cilia). While it interacts and binds with cholesterol, the exact 

iological function of CD133 has not been identified. Cancer cells 

xpressing high levels of CD133 are more metastatic and resistant 

o chemo/radiation therapy [253] . Ni et al. reported salinomycin- 

oaded PEGylated PLGA NPs conjugated with CD133 aptamers 

Ap-SAL-NP). Aptamer conjugation allowed for effective targeting 

nd elimination of CD133-bearing osteosarcoma CSCs, evaluated 

sing in vitro as well as in vivo models [254] . More recently, 

im et al. developed a dual-targeting immunoliposome to counter 

lioblastoma multiforme by selectively delivering temozolomide 

TMZ) using angiopep-2 (a targeting ligand for low-density lipopro- 

ein receptor-related protein 1) and anti-CD133 monoclonal an- 

ibody. Angiopep-2 helps in the transcytosis of blood–brain bar- 

ier, whereas anti-CD133 aids in specific delivery to glioblastoma 

tem cells (GSCs). The dual-targeting immunoliposome increased in 

itro cytotoxicity by 425- and 181-folds in U87MG GSCs compared 

o free TMZ and non-targeted TMZ liposomes. The platform also 

elped in reducing the tumor size and increasing median survival 

ime when administered to tumor-bearing mice (orthotopically- 

mplanted brain tumor model) [255] . Although relatively unex- 

lored, biomarker targeting can also be utilized to deliver small- 

olecule inhibitors that function by disrupting key CSCs devel- 

pmental pathways (like Notch, Wnt/ β-catenin, and Hedgehog) 

 256 , 257 ]. 

. Concluding remarks 

As evident from the numerous cutting-edge research inves- 

igations discussed in this review, biomaterials hold tremen- 

ous potential in enhancing the clinical outcomes of cancer im- 

unotherapy. Conventional cancer immunotherapy strategies that 

nclude TCR-/CAR-engineered T cell therapy and ICB-based treat- 

ent modalities have already brought a paradigm shift in cancer 

anagement and revolutionized the way new cases of cancer are 
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reated in many developed countries. Considering their preliminary 

ature, the cost of establishing medical facilities that can adminis- 

er these therapies is substantial; hence it confines the mass reach. 

n such a scenario, the advances made in the domains of bioma- 

erial, nanotechnology, and material science can be synergized to 

evelop advanced platforms that strategically deliver a wide va- 

iety of commercially available immunostimulatory agents. As dis- 

ussed previously, immunostimulatory agents serve as unique tools 

or the immunogenic modulation of cancer. Their direct localiza- 

ion at the tumor site can serve as an in-situ antigen depot for 

he stimulation of immunogenic pathways. Moreover, their incor- 

oration into the biomaterial-based delivery platform can be engi- 

eered to specifically target and alleviate the immunosuppressive 

ffect of TME on key immune components. By doing so, the im- 

unologically ’cold’ nature of the TME can be eliminated. Some 

f the important benefits of developing biomaterial-based delivery 

latforms are their modular nature and straightforward applica- 

ion. Based on the physiochemical nature of the immunostimula- 

ory cargo, the biomaterial can be modified/functionalized to con- 

rol the in vivo distribution, thereby capitalizing on bioavailability 

hile keeping in check unwanted systemic exposure and off-target 

ide effects. With newer molecular adjuvants constantly being de- 

eloped, emphasis must be laid on exploring such adjuvants that 

ave site-specific yet potent immunotherapeutic effects. One such 

ategory is STING agonists, which generate a robust adaptive im- 

une response by triggering the production of IFNs (type I) and 

roinflammatory cytokines/chemokines at a molecular level. Devel- 

ping STING agonists with improved pharmacokinetic properties is 

 lucrative avenue for immunotherapy research. In cases where the 

se of a single agent is inadequate, biomaterials can be optimized 

nd tuned to co-load different agents (preferably functioning via 

tand-alone as well as biologically independent pathways) for mul- 

istep immune targeting. 

A major portion of this review focuses on utilizing vari- 

us biomaterials like polymers, lipids, carbon-based nanocarriers 

graphene, CNTs), MNPs, and cell-derived components for cancer 

mmunoregulation. The niche advantages of the individual plat- 

orm, along with their limitations, were briefly summarized. Apart 

rom the direct delivery of immunostimulatory agents, how these 

iomaterials can be exploited to target the immune cell popula- 

ion and TME component has been extensively discussed. Over the 

ast few years, an increasing understanding of tumor immunol- 

gy and antitumor immune response has helped establish CSCs 

s a critical yet highly ignored component of TME. CSCs directly 

odulate chemoresistance, tumor relapse, and metastasis. CSCs, 

hrough their signaling pathways and cross-talk with other cellu- 

ar components, contribute significantly to the creation and main- 

enance of an immunosuppressive TME. From an immunological 

oint-of-view, dealing with CSCs is crucial as it directly induces 

enetic and nongenetic alterations responsible for immune eva- 

ion by means of reduced immune recognition, depletion of TAAs, 

nd enhanced tolerance to cytotoxic effects of immunity. While 

oteworthy progress has been made in targeting CSCs via adop- 

ive DC-based vaccine, T cell therapy, and oncolytic virotherapy, 

he utilization of biomaterial-based platforms for CSC-targeted im- 

unotherapy is in its infancy phase. Few studies do exist that ex- 

loit CSC-specific surface markers for the targeted delivery of im- 

une adjuvants, the majority of the literature available focuses 

n the delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs. Nonetheless, the aboli- 

ion of CSCs has indirect pro-immunogenic benefits. As knowledge 

bout CSCs’ epigenetic profiles and functional signaling pathways 

ncreases, we as a scientific fraternity can expect new biomolecules 

hat immunogenically regulate CSCs to be available in the near 

uture. 

While the juncture of biomaterials and cancer immunother- 

py is bound to remain a hot research topic for the next few 
31 
ears, conscious emphasis must be made while developing these 

latforms for their efficient translation from academic laborato- 

ies into commercial products. At present, many roadblocks ex- 

st to any potential commercialization of biomaterial-based im- 

unotherapeutics. Firstly, the designed platform should be suit- 

ble for large-scale production. The fabrication process should be 

eproducible while being as simple as possible. Any complex syn- 

hesis or quality-related issues would directly increase the cost of 

he end product. It is for the same reason that the majority of FDA- 

pproved nanomedicines are confined to simple liposomes and 

olymeric NPs. Second, biological and safety-related issues come 

nto the picture. Considering the heterogeneous nature of the dis- 

ase, high patient-to-patient variability is observed in cancers of 

he same type. In such a scenario, the therapeutic outcomes in 

nimal models may not replicate in a clinical setting consider- 

ng the inherent differences in immune systems between labora- 

ory animals and humans. A possible solution to this is the op- 

imization of dose and administration routes using clinically rele- 

ant higher animal models. Additionally, care must be taken that 

he use of proper treatment controls, adequate randomization, and 

obust data analysis is implemented. Any significant late-stage al- 

eration in the formulation demands additional experiments for 

afety assessment. The last roadblock lies in the form of inade- 

uate support from global regulatory agencies. The lack of clear- 

ut regulatory and safety guidelines bottlenecks the timely devel- 

pment of novel nanotechnology-based medicines. This highlights 

 need for a global collaborative platform that can synchronize 

cademic research bodies and research industries with regulatory 

odies. 

Moving forward, future research works can focus on identi- 

ying the most appropriate immune adjuvant based on the pro- 

ression state of cancer. If such decisive information can be ob- 

ained, biomaterial-based platforms can be utilized for loading 

ultiple immunomodulatory agents. The platform can be bioengi- 

eered to deliver these agents in a coordinated/programmed man- 

er. Hypothetically, such a system can allow an on-demand re- 

ease of the most effective immunomodulator (among several). As 

he treatment progresses, the system can switch to a different im- 

unomodulator which can be more clinically appropriate depend- 

ng on the observed therapeutic outcomes. While multi-component 

ystems already exist, designing a platform that can distinguish 

nd synchronize loaded cargo for release is extremely complex. 

urthermore, as many biomaterials directly activate immunostim- 

latory pathways (in the absence of an auxiliary immune signal), 

undamental investigations into biomaterial-immune cell interac- 

ions are the need of the hour to exploit the full potential of bio- 

aterials. Overall, the use of biomaterial opens up varied and lu- 

rative avenues for taking cancer immunotherapy research to the 

ext level. Strategically implementation of biomaterial with im- 

unostimulatory agents holds the potential to revolutionize cancer 

anagement and drastically enhance the quality of life of patients 

hat get diagnosed with cancer. 
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